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Intertwined with Divine Love is the Cosmic Light! O Mother of the Rising Sun! 

Full of Wonder and Delight is the World of the Cosmic Light! O Mother of the Full 
Moon! 

The End of the Cosmos Will Be Due to the End of Light! O Remover of Darkness! 

There is Ample abundance in the Nature of the Sacred Light! O Mother of Light! 

All Embracing and All Creative is the Sacred Light! O Great Remover of Darkness! 

My Soul Will Soon Be Absorbed by the Shining Light! O Mother of the Lightening! 

Bliss of God Emerged Out of the Sacred Light! O Provider of Sunshine! 

It Feels Divine to Receive the Joy of Light! O Mother of the New Moon! 

In The Sacred Earthen Bowl You Have Planted My Soul! O Mother of Nature! 

God Smiles through the Radiance of the Sacred Light! O Mother of the New Fire! 

All Living Beings Pulsate with the Same Rhythm As the Sacred Light! O Bestower of 
Well-Being! 

The Core of Our Being is Filled With Light! O Mother of Divine Knowledge! 

Our Souls are Woven With the Threads of Light! O Mother of the Flames! 

To Create We Were Born in the World of Light! O Graceful Lady! 

The Breath of Your Divinity My Cosmic Lungs Have Captured! O Creative Energy! 

Entice My Soul Into Your Cosmic Play! O Mother of the Splendor! 

Transform With Your Magic All My Emotions! O Giver of All Desire! 

Let Me Trust the Whispering of My Own Heart! O Mother of the Great Mind! 

My Soul is Illuminated by Your Thousand Lightning Flashes! O Illuminator! 

The Blue Flame of Every Heart Only You Can Ignite! O Conqueror! 

The Silence of the Blue Mountain Whispers the Mysticism of Your Kingdom! O 
Protector of the Hills! 

Out of Your Ocean of Primordial Vibrations Arises the Universe! O Mother of the Three 
Worlds! 

Silent Homage I Pay To All Life and Existence! O Mother!! 
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A Part of Our Deepest Nature Is Creativity! O Creator of Divinity! 

Our Honour, Glory and Joy Lies in Our Creativity! O Provider of Joy! 

A Reservoir of Good Sustaining Energy is Our Creativity! O Mother of the Energy! 

A Divine Vehicle and an Expression of Freedom is Creativity! O Mother of 
Manifestation of Individual Energy! 

The Greatness of God is Expressed through Creativity! O Mother of the Abode of the 
Universe! 

The Lotus Flowers in Full Blossom My Soul Has Seen! O Lotus-Holder! 

For Eternity We Have Had Access to the Cosmic Light! O Secretive Remover of 
Darkness! 

Everything in the Cosmos is Woven Around the Central Axis of Divinity! O Goddess of 
The Three Worlds! 

The Powerful Chants Emanating From the Heavens Mesmerize My Soul! O Mother of 
Thought! 

Through the Mystic Haze My Soul Shall Find its Way! O Mother of All Devotees! 

Your Grace Shall Fill Every Soul That Is Meek! O Mother of Grace! 

In Exchange For Poison Your Divine Nectar I Have Received! O Nectar of Honey! 

In Your Cosmic Womb I Have Heard the Divine Drum Beat! O Mother of the Musical 
Instrument! 

Inexhaustible is the Energy of the Wild Force of Transcendence! O Eternal Bliss! 

An Unending Cosmic Drama is the Wild Force of Transcendence! O Mother of the 
Divine Drama! 

In A Flower Bedecked Palanquin Carry My Soul Into Your Heavenly World! O Mother 
of Wisdom! 

Ferry My Soul To Your World of Brightness! O Provider of Brightness! 

Journey to Mountain of Enlightenment is Self Realization! O Lover of Devotees! 

A Ladder to Reach the Ecstatic Heavens is Wisdom! O Bestower of Wisdom! 

Ecstasy of Knowing We Can Taste Through Our Inner Wisdom! O Fond of All Beings! 

You are the Mystic Cloud from Which All the Stars Emerge! O Mother of Dark Cloud! 

You Have Split My Heart With Your Cosmic Knife! O Great Seer of All! 

Reveal To My Soul the Essence of the Tranquil World! O Mother of Ever Pure! 

To Drink from Your Golden Chalice Every Soul You Order! O Mother of the Celestials! 

Only You Can Shake My Roots That Cling to the Earth! O Mother Earth! 
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About Author : The mystic writings and poems of author Shree Anand 
Krishna helps us in dealing with everyday issues such as the strength of will 
power, the creativity to see beyond problems, importance of positivity and the 
true meaning of success. For all who feel that stress and nervousness are an 
unavoidable fact of modern life, the mystic poems of Shree Anand Krishna 
reminds us that within each of us is an inner core of universal peace and 
harmony that we can learn to access at will. The mystic poems and writings of 
Shree Anand Krishna shows us how to overcome fear, worry, anger, 
nervousness and moodiness. His writings also teach us how to stay calmly in 
the present and to stay actively focused, no matter what is going on around us 
and also teaches us to Experience the mystic and expansive timelessness and 
beauty of each moment. The spiritual and mystic poems of the author caters to 
the deepest needs of the human heart and soul. These poems reveal how we 
can meet the daily challenges to our physical, psychological, emotional and 
spiritual well-being - by awakening our divine nature, the neglected reality at 
the core of our being. 

Through his writings the author succeeds in dispelling the myth that God is 
beyond our reach and beyond our self. He points out that it is not only possible 
to converse with God but to receive definite responses to our prayers and also 
converse with our divine self. The author Shree Anand Krishna helps us to 
realize how close that infinite and all-loving Being is to each one of us. He also 
explains how we can make our prayers and thoughts so powerful and 
persuasive that they will bring a tangible response from the mystic universe. 
The books written by Shree Anand Krishna motivates the readers how to be 
devoid of a harsh, materialistic life and live a life of peaceful serenity governed 
by quality and not quantity. The spiritual poems written by the author deal 
with complex issues in a very easy-to-understand and simple manner, inviting 
the readers to explore their inner selves through meditation and 
contemplation. The teachings of the author alters the perspective and attitude 
that people approach life with, changing one's thought process to invite and 
draw true material and spiritual success and prosperity .The books written by 
the author also highlights the key to dissolving obstacles both physical and 
spiritual while dealing with natural feelings of fear and the feeling of being 
lost. The author has been greatly inspired by the mystic philosophies 
propounded in the Geeta, Upanishads, Vedanta, Sufi literature and other 
ancient mystical works. The author Anand Singh (Pen Name: Shree Anand 
Krishna) has written on various spiritual aspects of human existence in this 
world and beyond. 

 

Copyright © 2021 [Anand Singh (Pen Name: Anand Krishna)]. All Rights Reserved. 
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 The Powerful Chants Emanating From the Heavens Mesmerize My Soul! O Mother of 
Thought! 

 Through the Mystic Haze My Soul Shall Find its Way! O Mother of All Devotees! 
 Your Grace Shall Fill Every Soul That Is Meek! O Mother of Grace! 
 In Exchange For Poison Your Divine Nectar I Have Received! O Nectar of Honey! 
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Drama! 
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 You are the Mystic Cloud from Which All the Stars Emerge! O Mother of Dark Cloud! 
 You Have Split My Heart With Your Cosmic Knife! O Great Seer of All! 
 Reveal To My Soul the Essence of the Tranquil World! O Mother of Ever Pure! 
 To Drink from Your Golden Chalice Every Soul You Order! O Mother of the Celestials! 
 Only You Can Shake My Roots That Cling to the Earth! O Mother Earth! 
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CHAPTER - 1 
 

THE WORLD OF THE COSMIC LIGHT 
 

 

(Artist: Edmund Dulac Date: 1882-1953) 
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(Artist: Hans Zatzka Date: 1859-1945) 

 
Poem on Cosmic Light 
 

Intertwined with Divine Love is the Cosmic Light! O Mother of the 
Rising Sun! 

 
Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic 
light! O mother of the rising sun! 
Our single and sure beacon of hope is the 
cosmic light. 

All the miraculous possibilities of the world is 
opened by the cosmic light. 

Our souls can be surprised and delighted by 
the world of light. 

Full of wonder and delight is the world of 
light. 

Our world is enchanted because of the 
world of light. 

Since the beginning of the universe we have 
been living in the era of light. 

Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun! 
 

For billions of years we have lived in the era of light. 

Gloom and despondency is not the essence of the world of light. 

Everything in the cosmos has emerged out of light. 

Every aspect of the cosmos is a process of transformation of light. 

Everything around us is a part of the great journey of light. 

Self realization of the cosmos is possible through the cosmic light. 

Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun! 
 

For eternity we have been participating in the great mystery of light. 

The wonders and delights of the incredible cosmos we can comprehend 
through the cosmic light. 

Every creature for eternity has been nourished by light. 

Fine tuning and harmony with the energies of the cosmos is done by the 
cosmic light. 

From the tyranny of mortal work we can be freed by the cosmic light. 

From the tyranny of this mortal system we can be freed by the cosmic light. 

Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun! 
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A subtle balance of our psyche and our consciousness is done by the 
cosmic light. 

Great inner peace is achieved through the cosmic light. 

A deeper understanding of ourselves we can have through the cosmic light. 

The place of love in our world and the cosmos can be understood through 
the cosmic light. 

With the great energies of the cosmos we are united by the cosmic light. 

The joy of spirit and harmony of the body is achieved through the cosmic 
light. 

Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun! 
 

A state of weightlessness and incredible lightness we can experience 
through the cosmic light. 

To the subtle chains of energy we can connect through the cosmic light. 

With the energy not available to the humans we can connect through the 
cosmic light. 

To a whole new range of perceptions, sensitivities and power we can 
connect through the cosmic light. 

Things out of the ordinary we can achieve through the cosmic light. 

Our senses and emotions are deeper and cleaner through the cosmic light. 

Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun! 
 

Highly tuned mind and soul we can achieve through the cosmic light. 

Consciously we can connect to the cosmos through the cosmic light. 

We can be empowered to achieve the extraordinary through the cosmic 
light. 

We can come out of the darkness of our ego through the cosmic light. 

The road to the extraordinary we can discover through the cosmic light. 

Our own spiritual path we can discover through the cosmic light. 

Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun! 
 

Continuously we are being nourished by fantastic energies of nature and 
the cosmic light. 

For us the structure and nature of the cosmos is filled with light. 

Through photosynthesis plants come to be nourished by light. 

The herbivorous animals by eating the plants consumed light. 

The carnivorous animals eating the herbivorous animals indirectly consumed 
the light. 
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(Artist: William Blake Date: 1757-1827) 

We human beings are higher form of the evolution of light. 

Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun! 
 

The moral dimension in human beings was 
developed by the cosmic light. 

For sanctuary of this world we are the 
custodians of light. 

We can take care of this world because of our 
moral responsibility created in us by the cosmic 
light. 

We can lead a more intensive and versatile life 
with increased realization because of the 
cosmic light. 

Intensification of all life is caused by the comic 
light. 

Life became more accelerated, intensive and 
aggressive because of the cosmic light. 

Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun! 
 

The rhythm and temp of life is accelerated by the cosmic light. 

Our intelligence was cultivated through the cosmic light. 

Our sense of ethics was cultivated through the cosmic light. 

The capacity to act for the good beyond one’s own we get because of the 
cosmic light. 

The sense of the sacred or the divine we get through the cosmic light. 

The intensification of our thought processes was because of the cosmic light. 

Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun! 
 

Our life is lead to higher stages of self realization through the cosmic light. 

Our consciousness and reflective faculty is an expression of the cosmic light. 

The thinking substance of the cosmos is created by the cosmic light. 

The divine capacity to think was provided by the cosmic light. 

Our capacity to worship and sanctify divine beings was created by the 
cosmic light. 

The source of all our creative thinking is the cosmic light. 

Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun! 
 

The creative cosmos of stupendous self realization is produced by the 
cosmic light. 
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New worlds are created around humans because of the cosmic light. 

The transcendental realms of divine energies and divine beings is created 
because of the comic light. 

Every world view is created by the cosmic light. 

Every picture of the world is created by the cosmic light. 

Every branch of cosmology is created by the cosmic light. 

Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun! 
 

The transformation from the cosmic dust to the cosmic life is done by the 
cosmic light. 

Celestial beings in human forms are created by the cosmic light. 

Upsurge of art and flowering of human creativity is because of the cosmic 
light. 

Our capacity to think is given by the cosmic light. 

Our life is taken to the sacred realm by the cosmic light. 

To the sphere of divine beings and sacred energies we are taken by the 
cosmic light. 

Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun! 
 

 
 

Ke-Ao Lanihuli: meaning: "The light from the heavens to overturn old conditions 
bringing enlightenment." 

use: This symbol brings in the light from the heavens to reverse old conditions. The 
light also cleanses and purifies the entire person - the three selves and their bodies. (Source: 
http://www.ancienthuna.com/symbols_pics.htm) 

 
 
Poem on Cosmic Light 
 

Full of Wonder and Delight is the World of the Cosmic Light! O 
Mother of the Full Moon! 

 
Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 
Our transcendence into the sphere of the sacred was possible due to the 
cosmic light. 

The miracle of existence was created because of the cosmic light. 

New dimensions are added to reality because of the cosmic light. 

We can interpret the sacred and emulate it because of the cosmic light. 
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(Artist: Fyodor Vasilyev Date: 1850-1873) 

The whole reality around us is endowed with sacred dimensions because of 
the cosmic light. 

The sacred dimension of human existence is a creation of the cosmic light. 

Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 
 

Our journey of self realization is in 
consonance with the journey of the cosmic 
light. 

Transformation of the universe and ourselves 
is the transformation of the cosmic light. 

Simple and breath taking in its beauty is the 
cosmic drama created by the cosmic light. 

The background and source of all in the 
sacred universe is the cosmic light. 

We are a part of the larger being because 
of the cosmic light. 

Our ethical and spiritual sensitivities are 
provided by the cosmic light. 

Full of wonder and delight is the world of the 
cosmic light! O mother of the full moon! 

 

We have been made indispensable actors is this great cosmic drama by the 
cosmic light. 

Our ascent to self realization is possible because of the cosmic light. 

Our sphere of sacred experience is enlarged by the cosmic light. 

From biological and emotional limitations we are liberated by the cosmic 
light. 

Our realm of human possibilities is enlarged because of the cosmic light. 

We can become extraordinary ambassadors of the sacred world because 
of the cosmic light. 

Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 
 

New possibilities in our life is created by the cosmic light. 

In new chapters of evolution we are taken by the cosmic light. 

New worlds we can create through the cosmic light. 

Altogether new possibilities of living we can create through the cosmic light. 

The transformation of the cosmos is possible because of the cosmic light. 

We can acquire a sacred dimension only because of the cosmic light. 
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   (Artist: Konstantin Bogaevsky Date: 1872-1943) 

Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 
 

Every step in our life beings the cosmic light. 

All the beauty in our life is brought by the cosmic light. 

Our hearts are saturated with the cosmic light. 

Our souls are fused with the cosmic light. 

Our entire being is a manifestation of the cosmic light. 

We are a vessel, form and expression of the cosmic light. 

Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 
 

For eternity we have walked in the beauty of the cosmic light. 

For eternity we have been surrounded by the cosmic light. 

Our soul modulates and matures through the cosmic light. 

The source of everything is the cosmic light. 

We are being formed by the cosmic light. 

Through us matures and evolves the cosmic light. 

Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 
 

Our divine abilities of human 
knowing is given by light. 

We understand the process of self 
realization through the cosmic light. 

Our thinking becomes part of the 
thinking of the cosmos through the 
cosmic light. 

Ladder for further evolution is 
provided to us by the cosmic light. 

For the universe we are a important 
link with the cosmic light. 

Path of self transcendence is shown 
to us by the cosmic light. 

Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 
 
Sanctuary we have to provide so that in our soul dwells the cosmic light. 
We have to take care for the various forms of light. 
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We are nothing but the cosmic light. 
In all its five dimensions we are the light. 
Our means to the divine is the cosmic light. 
The seed of the spiritual and the divine is nurtured in us by the cosmic light. 
Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 
 
We are capable of amazing achievements because of the cosmic light. 
All our spiritual enlightenment are because of the cosmic light. 
All our psyche and spiritual powers are derived from the cosmic light. 
The whole universe is light and therefore we are light. 
The opportunity to experience the beauty and grandeur of the cosmos is 
given by the cosmic light. 
A holistic view of the cosmos is given to us by the cosmic light. 
Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 
 
We can explore the cosmos through the cosmic light. 
Our mind is made a part of the larger cosmic mind by the cosmic light. 
The wholeness of human understanding is achieved through the cosmic 
light. 
Our path becomes clearer and more comprehensible because of the 
cosmic light. 
We feel comfortable in the cosmos due to the cosmic light. 
To understand the cosmos our mind was created by the cosmic light. 
We can interpret the cosmos with the help of the cosmic light. 
Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 
 
A new model of the cosmos which is accessible to human reason is 
provided by the cosmic light. 
Our souls were made to understand the odyssey of light. 
The nature of our universe we can understand through the evolution of light. 
Our place in the universe we can understand through the cosmic light. 
We become essential actors in the development of evolutionary intelligence 
because of the cosmic light. 
The stupendous journey of our mind is also the stupendous journey of the 
cosmic light. 
Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 
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Everything in the cosmos is connected through the cosmic light. 
Everything in the universe is derived from the cosmic light. 
All the stages of the existence of the cosmos is defined by the cosmic light. 
All new forms of existence is woven together by the cosmic light. 
The power and reason for existence is given to the whole universe by the 
cosmic light. 
The most universal element is the cosmic light. 
Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 
 
The beginning of the universe began with the beginning of light. 
Everywhere and everything is connected to the cosmic light. 
The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light. 
In the whole structure of existence absolutely fundamental is the cosmic 
light. 
In the structure of our life absolutely fundamental is the cosmic light. 
For our knowledge, art, love and divinity absolutely fundamental is the 
cosmic light. 
Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the 
full moon! 

 

 
 

Common Native American Sun Symbol: This is one of the most common symbols 
among all Native American Indian tribes. You will note this particular sun design 
has seven rays. Each ray represents the seven energy centers within human beings, 
and also the development of each of these energy centers. This symbol identifies the 
healing arts, and represents a peace-loving person. It also signifies the transitional 

power behind an entity who is evolved enough to radiate internal light outward in the environment. 
(Source: http://www.whats-your-sign.com/sun-symbols.html) 

 
 
Poem on End of Light 
 
The End of the Cosmos Will Be Due to the End of Light! O Remover 

of Darkness! 
 

The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness! 
The nature of the universe is changed by the cosmic light. 

The transformation of energy into matter was done by the cosmic light. 

The great creative jumps of the cosmos is due to the cosmic light. 
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   (Artist: Caspar David Friedrich Date: 
1774-1840) 

In the self emergence of the cosmos very crucial is the role of the cosmic 
light. 

Our reality is simply distorted, arid and limited in absence of light. 

All our creative revelations has been through the cosmic light. 

The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness! 
 

Only our inner eyes can see the greatness of 
light. 

Only our inner eyes can see the beauty of 
the unsullied light. 

Our way to divinity is the story of the journey 
of pure light. 

With a loud thunder life emerged out of light. 

Unseen and unperceived in the beginning 
was the pure light. 

Nothing but pure potency is the pure light. 

The end of the cosmos will be due to the end 
of light! O remover of darkness! 

 

A miracle by itself is the cosmic light. 

Life was born and conceived out of light. 

Transformation from light to matter was the movement into second 
dimension by light. 

Transformation from light to life was the movement into third dimension of 
light. 

Through photosynthesis into plant transformed the light. 

When light embodied itself as plants of the earth we could see the genius of 
light. 

The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness! 
 

Transformation from light to life endowed with intelligence and creative 
ability was the movement into fourth dimension of light. 

Self consciousness, reflection and creativity was brought about in the fourth 
dimension of light. 

Philosophy, wisdom, knowledge, science, ethics and art are the various 
manifestations of the fourth dimension of life. 

All our transcendent dimensions and attributes were born out of light. 

We can read the cosmos in depth with the help of light. 

New visions of the world we can get with the help of light. 
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	Everything in the cosmos has emerged out of light.
	Every aspect of the cosmos is a process of transformation of light.
	Everything around us is a part of the great journey of light.
	Self realization of the cosmos is possible through the cosmic light.
	Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun!
	For eternity we have been participating in the great mystery of light.
	The wonders and delights of the incredible cosmos we can comprehend through the cosmic light.
	Every creature for eternity has been nourished by light.
	Fine tuning and harmony with the energies of the cosmos is done by the cosmic light.
	From the tyranny of mortal work we can be freed by the cosmic light.
	From the tyranny of this mortal system we can be freed by the cosmic light.
	Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun!
	A subtle balance of our psyche and our consciousness is done by the cosmic light.
	Great inner peace is achieved through the cosmic light.
	A deeper understanding of ourselves we can have through the cosmic light.
	The place of love in our world and the cosmos can be understood through the cosmic light.
	With the great energies of the cosmos we are united by the cosmic light.
	The joy of spirit and harmony of the body is achieved through the cosmic light.
	Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun!
	A state of weightlessness and incredible lightness we can experience through the cosmic light.
	To the subtle chains of energy we can connect through the cosmic light.
	With the energy not available to the humans we can connect through the cosmic light.
	To a whole new range of perceptions, sensitivities and power we can connect through the cosmic light.
	Things out of the ordinary we can achieve through the cosmic light.
	Our senses and emotions are deeper and cleaner through the cosmic light.
	Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun!
	Highly tuned mind and soul we can achieve through the cosmic light.
	Consciously we can connect to the cosmos through the cosmic light.
	We can be empowered to achieve the extraordinary through the cosmic light.
	We can come out of the darkness of our ego through the cosmic light.
	The road to the extraordinary we can discover through the cosmic light.
	Our own spiritual path we can discover through the cosmic light.
	Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun!
	Continuously we are being nourished by fantastic energies of nature and the cosmic light.
	For us the structure and nature of the cosmos is filled with light.
	Through photosynthesis plants come to be nourished by light.
	The herbivorous animals by eating the plants consumed light.
	The carnivorous animals eating the herbivorous animals indirectly consumed the light.
	We human beings are higher form of the evolution of light.
	Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun!
	/The moral dimension in human beings was developed by the cosmic light.
	For sanctuary of this world we are the custodians of light.
	We can take care of this world because of our moral responsibility created in us by the cosmic light.
	We can lead a more intensive and versatile life with increased realization because of the cosmic light.
	Intensification of all life is caused by the comic light.
	Life became more accelerated, intensive and aggressive because of the cosmic light.
	Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun!
	The rhythm and temp of life is accelerated by the cosmic light.
	Our intelligence was cultivated through the cosmic light.
	Our sense of ethics was cultivated through the cosmic light.
	The capacity to act for the good beyond one’s own we get because of the cosmic light.
	The sense of the sacred or the divine we get through the cosmic light.
	The intensification of our thought processes was because of the cosmic light.
	Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun!
	Our life is lead to higher stages of self realization through the cosmic light.
	Our consciousness and reflective faculty is an expression of the cosmic light.
	The thinking substance of the cosmos is created by the cosmic light.
	The divine capacity to think was provided by the cosmic light.
	Our capacity to worship and sanctify divine beings was created by the cosmic light.
	The source of all our creative thinking is the cosmic light.
	Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun!
	The creative cosmos of stupendous self realization is produced by the cosmic light.
	New worlds are created around humans because of the cosmic light.
	The transcendental realms of divine energies and divine beings is created because of the comic light.
	Every world view is created by the cosmic light.
	Every picture of the world is created by the cosmic light.
	Every branch of cosmology is created by the cosmic light.
	Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun!
	The transformation from the cosmic dust to the cosmic life is done by the cosmic light.
	Celestial beings in human forms are created by the cosmic light.
	Upsurge of art and flowering of human creativity is because of the cosmic light.
	Our capacity to think is given by the cosmic light.
	Our life is taken to the sacred realm by the cosmic light.
	To the sphere of divine beings and sacred energies we are taken by the cosmic light.
	Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light! O mother of the rising sun!
	Full of Wonder and Delight is the World of the Cosmic Light! O Mother of the Full Moon!
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	Our transcendence into the sphere of the sacred was possible due to the cosmic light.
	The miracle of existence was created because of the cosmic light.
	New dimensions are added to reality because of the cosmic light.
	We can interpret the sacred and emulate it because of the cosmic light.
	The whole reality around us is endowed with sacred dimensions because of the cosmic light.
	The sacred dimension of human existence is a creation of the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	/Our journey of self realization is in consonance with the journey of the cosmic light.
	Transformation of the universe and ourselves is the transformation of the cosmic light.
	Simple and breath taking in its beauty is the cosmic drama created by the cosmic light.
	The background and source of all in the sacred universe is the cosmic light.
	We are a part of the larger being because of the cosmic light.
	Our ethical and spiritual sensitivities are provided by the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	We have been made indispensable actors is this great cosmic drama by the cosmic light.
	Our ascent to self realization is possible because of the cosmic light.
	Our sphere of sacred experience is enlarged by the cosmic light.
	From biological and emotional limitations we are liberated by the cosmic light.
	Our realm of human possibilities is enlarged because of the cosmic light.
	We can become extraordinary ambassadors of the sacred world because of the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	New possibilities in our life is created by the cosmic light.
	In new chapters of evolution we are taken by the cosmic light.
	New worlds we can create through the cosmic light.
	Altogether new possibilities of living we can create through the cosmic light.
	The transformation of the cosmos is possible because of the cosmic light.
	We can acquire a sacred dimension only because of the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	Every step in our life beings the cosmic light.
	All the beauty in our life is brought by the cosmic light.
	Our hearts are saturated with the cosmic light.
	Our souls are fused with the cosmic light.
	Our entire being is a manifestation of the cosmic light.
	We are a vessel, form and expression of the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	For eternity we have walked in the beauty of the cosmic light.
	For eternity we have been surrounded by the cosmic light.
	Our soul modulates and matures through the cosmic light.
	The source of everything is the cosmic light.
	We are being formed by the cosmic light.
	Through us matures and evolves the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	/Our divine abilities of human knowing is given by light.
	We understand the process of self realization through the cosmic light.
	Our thinking becomes part of the thinking of the cosmos through the cosmic light.
	Ladder for further evolution is provided to us by the cosmic light.
	For the universe we are a important link with the cosmic light.
	Path of self transcendence is shown to us by the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	Sanctuary we have to provide so that in our soul dwells the cosmic light.
	We have to take care for the various forms of light.
	We are nothing but the cosmic light.
	In all its five dimensions we are the light.
	Our means to the divine is the cosmic light.
	The seed of the spiritual and the divine is nurtured in us by the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	We are capable of amazing achievements because of the cosmic light.
	All our spiritual enlightenment are because of the cosmic light.
	All our psyche and spiritual powers are derived from the cosmic light.
	The whole universe is light and therefore we are light.
	The opportunity to experience the beauty and grandeur of the cosmos is given by the cosmic light.
	A holistic view of the cosmos is given to us by the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	We can explore the cosmos through the cosmic light.
	Our mind is made a part of the larger cosmic mind by the cosmic light.
	The wholeness of human understanding is achieved through the cosmic light.
	Our path becomes clearer and more comprehensible because of the cosmic light.
	We feel comfortable in the cosmos due to the cosmic light.
	To understand the cosmos our mind was created by the cosmic light.
	We can interpret the cosmos with the help of the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	A new model of the cosmos which is accessible to human reason is provided by the cosmic light.
	Our souls were made to understand the odyssey of light.
	The nature of our universe we can understand through the evolution of light.
	Our place in the universe we can understand through the cosmic light.
	We become essential actors in the development of evolutionary intelligence because of the cosmic light.
	The stupendous journey of our mind is also the stupendous journey of the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	Everything in the cosmos is connected through the cosmic light.
	Everything in the universe is derived from the cosmic light.
	All the stages of the existence of the cosmos is defined by the cosmic light.
	All new forms of existence is woven together by the cosmic light.
	The power and reason for existence is given to the whole universe by the cosmic light.
	The most universal element is the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	The beginning of the universe began with the beginning of light.
	Everywhere and everything is connected to the cosmic light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light.
	In the whole structure of existence absolutely fundamental is the cosmic light.
	In the structure of our life absolutely fundamental is the cosmic light.
	For our knowledge, art, love and divinity absolutely fundamental is the cosmic light.
	Full of wonder and delight is the world of the cosmic light! O mother of the full moon!
	The End of the Cosmos Will Be Due to the End of Light! O Remover of Darkness!
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	The nature of the universe is changed by the cosmic light.
	The transformation of energy into matter was done by the cosmic light.
	The great creative jumps of the cosmos is due to the cosmic light.
	In the self emergence of the cosmos very crucial is the role of the cosmic light.
	Our reality is simply distorted, arid and limited in absence of light.
	All our creative revelations has been through the cosmic light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	/Only our inner eyes can see the greatness of light.
	Only our inner eyes can see the beauty of the unsullied light.
	Our way to divinity is the story of the journey of pure light.
	With a loud thunder life emerged out of light.
	Unseen and unperceived in the beginning was the pure light.
	Nothing but pure potency is the pure light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	A miracle by itself is the cosmic light.
	Life was born and conceived out of light.
	Transformation from light to matter was the movement into second dimension by light.
	Transformation from light to life was the movement into third dimension of light.
	Through photosynthesis into plant transformed the light.
	When light embodied itself as plants of the earth we could see the genius of light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	Transformation from light to life endowed with intelligence and creative ability was the movement into fourth dimension of light.
	Self consciousness, reflection and creativity was brought about in the fourth dimension of light.
	Philosophy, wisdom, knowledge, science, ethics and art are the various manifestations of the fourth dimension of life.
	All our transcendent dimensions and attributes were born out of light.
	We can read the cosmos in depth with the help of light.
	New visions of the world we can get with the help of light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	We can read the symbols of art and knowledge with the help of light.
	In vastly potent and immensely fascinating forms we can see the reality with the help of light.
	New deeper aspects of reality we have discovered with the help of light.
	Along with creative cosmos we have co-created with the help of light.
	New forms of the world and new folds of reality are created by light.
	New states of consciousness and new sensitivities in humans is created by light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	New forms came into being because of light.
	New and breath taking attributes of the cosmos and life is revealed by light.
	New depths, new horizons and new astonishments we have discovered with the help of light.
	A wholly new creative spectacle has been created by light.
	When light becomes creativity we can see the fourth dimension of light.
	Through art, science and knowledge we can see the expression of the creative urge of light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	/The creation of the realm of the divine was the fifth dimension of light.
	The divinity and sanctify of the universe was revealed by light.
	New sacred symbols and images were created by light.
	Our divine mind and our capacity of divine consciousness was created by light.
	Images of gods were sculpted with the help of light.
	The idea of gods and religions war created by light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	Creativity was transformed into divinity by light.
	The sense of the divine was created by light.
	The voice and presence of god was the presence of light.
	Great inspired creativity was born out of light.
	The creation of the divine is a supreme handiwork of light.
	Each manner of interpreting the divine is an expression of light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	The creation of our divine dimension is a consequence of the great synthesis of light.
	The ladder of the sacred world we can climb with the help of light.
	The most profound things can be explained simply through light.
	Homogenous, cogent, potent and truly powerful is light.
	From the prison of images of traditional religions we can be released by light.
	Primordial, everlasting and all embracing is the cosmic light.
	True religion is a manifestation of the greatness and majesty of light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	Our life is never idle because of light.
	With new qualities and new radiance our soul shines because of light.
	New shapes of life are formed, articulated and refined with the help of light.
	Great clarity, self awareness and assurance about the nature of life and of the world we get through light.
	Our souls can easily perceive and grasp light.
	The universe is easily defined and sanctified by light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	Our great ability to comprehend we get because of light.
	Our awareness and consciousness grows and gets refined because of light.
	The sense of elation of being alive is provided through light.
	We can celebrate various gifts of life because of light.
	The joy of all creation in its evolutionary development is manifested through light.
	We feel freer, more complete, more daring and more delighted with the help of light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	The joy of the possibilities of our existence immensely increases because of light.
	Our very existence is converted into a act of joy because of light.
	The ground spectacle of all the unfolding possibilities we can enjoy because of light.
	The joy of freedom of life we can enjoy through light.
	No more our life is immobilized due to the joy of light.
	Our life dances, songs and expresses its joy and delight through light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	We feel fuller, more mature and more aware of our joy of existence because of light.
	We enjoy the freedom of existence because of light.
	Our existence does not vegetate because of light.
	We don’t have to apologize for our existence because of light.
	The divine cosmic song rings through our being because of light.
	Our life gravitates towards joy because of light.
	The end of the cosmos will be due to the end of light! O remover of darkness!
	There is Ample abundance in the Nature of the Sacred Light! O Mother of Light!
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	Giving and generosity defines the sacred light.
	Sharing, solidarity and love defines the sacred light.
	Harmony, transcendence ad spiritual quest are various manifestations of the sacred light.
	Natural, intuitive ad rational is the sacred light.
	All beings cooperate with each other because of the sacred light.
	The whole universe is derived from the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	/The whole universe is governed by the laws of the sacred light.
	All giving is the vision of the sacred light.
	The all giving mother is the embodiment of the sacred light.
	We are altruistic because of the sacred light.
	We are taught to give and share by the sacred light.
	A part of the divine vehicle of life is sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	To ever new heights our spirits evolve because of the sacred light.
	Our spirits are inwardly compelled to give by the sacred light.
	The higher we go the more we share with other beings our sacred light.
	Our spirits give more and more because of the sacred light.
	The deeper structure of the universe we can understand because of the sacred light.
	We slide towards decay of there is lack of the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	The imperative of life is ticking in us because of the sacred light.
	We are moved and inspired by the sacred light.
	We give out kindness, love and compassion because of the sacred light.
	Love, divinity, compassion and kindness resides in the womb of the sacred light.
	In the sacred universe every soul is recognized as a sacred light.
	The whole cosmos is showered with abundance of the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	The universe is in good shape because of the sacred light.
	We are in good shape because of the sacred light.
	Our humanity’s future is in good shape because of the sacred light.
	At every point of its creativity freedom is created by the sacred light.
	In our physical universe it is a futile endeavour to search for the meaning of the sacred light.
	Fantastic freedom we can taste because of the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	Divine freedom is unversed before us by the sacred light.
	Our souls have a unique place in the unfolding tapestry of the sacred light.
	Our every creative act is born out of the freedom of the sacred light.
	Our souls embody the extraordinary freedom of the sacred light.
	Our souls move and dance with freedom of the sacred light.
	Divinely intoxicating is the freedom of the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	Strange and wonderful beings we are because of the sacred light.
	We move along the path of freedom because of the sacred light.
	Most profound is our liberation through the sacred light.
	All forms of freedom are concealed expressions of the freedom sacred light.
	All virtues and qualities our soul’s poses is a reflection of the sacred light.
	Our souls are true vehicles and repositories of the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	An important gift of spiritual liberation is the freedom of the sacred light.
	Amount of freedom determines the worth of the sacred light.
	It requires the inner strength of character to search for the sacred light.
	To search for our spiritual destiny we need the strength of the sacred light.
	To extricate ourselves from the religious matrix we need the help of the sacred light.
	Our identity are often intertwined and interwoven with the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	/Overwhelming and embracing is the sacred light.
	We are made free even if we think of the sacred light.
	Confinement of our soul is the denial of the sacred light.
	Enlargement of our being and freedom is the enlargement of the sacred light.
	Great freedom is available within our psyche and spirit because of the sacred light.
	All the resources of freedom we can embrace through the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	Our new spiritual nourishment we can find through the sacred light.
	We slip into nihilism and total realization in absence of the sacred light.
	We land up in a fundamentalist confinement due to lack of the sacred light.
	Our freedom is enlarged and deepened by the sacred light.
	We are given wings and not chained by the sacred light.
	Into celestial beings we are metamorphosed by the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	In our souls we can incorporate the highest attributes of the sacred light.
	In our souls divine is the freedom of the sacred light.
	Everything is possible in our being due to the sacred light.
	We feel god like because of the sacred light.
	The capacity to metamorphose into god is given by the sacred light.
	Our greatest freedom to us is granted by the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light.
	Quintessentially free is the sacred light.
	Open and undetermined and not perfect is the sacred light.
	In new ways reality is opened by the sacred light.
	Through our creative mistakes we learn through the sacred light.
	A continuous learner is the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	The evolution and our life continuously learns from the sacred light.
	Uncreative and stagnant we become because of the lack of the sacred light.
	We can grope towards the new amidst uncertainty because of the sacred light.
	Our souls have inherited the freedom and creativity of the sacred light.
	We have inherited the way of the sacred light.
	Through stumbling and trying we can solve the mystery of the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	The greatest freedom imaginable is given to us by the sacred light.
	Our souls are antiquated and petrified because of the lack of the sacred light.
	Our souls have the capacity to embrace the wisdom and freedom of the sacred light.
	Not accidental to our freedom is the sacred light.
	Essential to our freedom is the sacred light.
	Bringer of our freedom is the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light! O mother of light!
	All Embracing and All Creative is the Sacred Light! O Great Remover of Darkness!
	/All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	Our aspiration to be divine is given by the sacred light.
	Our spiritual freedom in the deepest sense is given by the sacred light.
	Time has come for our souls to emerge into the sacred light.
	Time has come for our souls to embrace the wisdom and freedom of the sacred light.
	Our stone age and cave mentality we should leave with the help of the sacred.
	Our souls have been exploited and suppressed because of the lack of the sacred light.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	The mentality of the slaves we can leave with help of the sacred light.
	Our stone age and our cave mentality we can leave with the help of the sacred light.
	All our freedom we can realize and safeguard through the sacred light.
	There is no perfect way to transcend to the world of the sacred light.
	Through freedom, creativity and error we can transcend to the world of the sacred light.
	Embodiment of divine celebration is the sacred light.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	More primary, more powerful and more elementary is the sacred light.
	Primary source of all is the sacred light.
	Every soul is a reflection of the ultimate sacred light.
	Our soul is a divine embodiment of the sacred light.
	By itself every soul aims to be the sacred light.
	Unquestioned and stupendously clear is the primacy of the divinity of the sacred light.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	All religions are derived from the sacred light.
	The ultimate source of everything is the sacred light.
	The ethics of love embodies the ethics of the sacred light.
	A large platform where every soul can be accommodated is provided by the sacred light.
	A new holistic vision of all there is provided by the sacred light.
	The stupendous unity in the universe is because of the sacred light.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	The unity of the universe is nursed and nurtured by the sacred light.
	Amidst the relentless creativity the unity of vision is provided by the sacred light.
	Of divine power is the unending creativity of the sacred light.
	Divine is the creature unity of the sacred light.
	All the divinities, gods and religions were born out of the womb of the sacred light.
	We should not be frightened but delighted by the enormous power of the sacred light.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	We are part of the unity created by the sacred light.
	We are part of the creativity of the sacred light.
	We are part of the divinity of the sacred light.
	Our creative and divine mind has conceived and justified the sacred light.
	A new sense of freedom is provided by the sacred light.
	Immensely liberating and empowering is sacred light.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	Every soul silently waits for holy interaction with the sacred light.
	The dream of a fair world is possible because of the sacred light.
	The promise of universal unity can be delivered by the sacred light.
	The most stupendous of all journeys is journey of the sacred light.
	We are all fascinated by the sacred light.
	Every soul wants to understand the sacred light.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	The ultimate mystery of the universe is the sacred light.
	Rational and beautiful is the mystery of the sacred light.
	Profundity to the meaning of our life is added by the sacred light.
	Our every step brings the sacred light.
	Our every breath brings the sacred light.
	Our every thought is the sacred light.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	/Our souls can be elevated, augmented and enlightened by the sacred light.
	We should plough through our inner being the sacred light.
	We should allow to seep inside ourselves the sacred light.
	We should allow to penetrate inside our being the sacred light.
	Our being should be possessed by the sacred light.
	Our whole being should possess the sacred light.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	Into our life structures we should allow the penetration of the sacred light.
	Into our psychic structure we should plough in the sacred light.
	Our souls should be aware of the five dimensions of the sacred light.
	Into existential focus we should bring the sacred light.
	With reverence and caution we should approach the sacred light.
	Subtle and far reaching is the sacred light.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	The divine being sitting on the lotus flower I have seen.
	The being who emanates peace, compassion and cove I have seen.
	The path of white light stretching from the heavens to my soul I have seen.
	The world of light, peace and serenity my soul has seen.
	My body has grown and become the body of the divine.
	My legs have become the leg of the divine.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	My hands have become the hand of the divine.
	My head has become the head of the divine.
	My heart has become the heart of the divine.
	My mind has become the mind of the divine.
	Through my gentle breath I shall feel the divine.
	In my soul has penetrated the total compassion of the divine.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	Both for those far away and those are close I have felt the compassion.
	For everything there is I have felt the compassion.
	To my soul the divine shall direct forgiveness and compassion.
	Every soul is in need of compassion.
	Without any attachment we should e able to feel compassion.
	In our heart we should allow the penetration of the divine compassion.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	The clear lucid white light has penetrated my soul.
	I have seen light come out of all the pores of my body and soul.
	Out of my toes, fingers and eyes emanates out the sacred light.
	I have become the being of the sacred light.
	The mystic peaks I have seen in the full glory of the shining light.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	With the clear lucid white light let my soul unite.
	With the light and energy of the sun let me unite.
	With the shining sun let my soul unite.
	In the shining sun let my soul dwell for a while.
	In the bright galaxies let me dwell for a while.
	In the theatre of the stars let me dwell for a while.
	All embracing and all creative is the sacred light! O great remover of darkness!
	My Soul Will Soon Be Absorbed by the Shining Light! O Mother of the Lightening!
	/My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	One with the stars let my soul be.
	In the great silence of the stars let my soul be.
	For eternity there has been unity between the stars and my soul.
	The whole cosmos has united to seek my goal.
	To divinity my soul will slowly start to return.
	From sun to earth my soul will slowly start to return.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	Our breathing is the gift of the gods.
	With smile we should appreciate the gift of the gods.
	My every cell in my body is a creation of light.
	My soul is aware of all the dimensions of light.
	Each atom of my body is made of light.
	There is so much joy to have within us the light.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	My tissues and organs are great cathedrals of light.
	My each part is beautifully orchestrated with light.
	My whole being is a great symphony of light.
	Stupendous work within my being has been done by light.
	The miracle of light my soul has calmly observed.
	The luminous and shining world my soul has calmly observed.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	Joy of life is the sacred light.
	Let my soul reflect on the unfolding of light.
	The happy birds while flying seek the light.
	The happy fishes while swimming seek the light.
	Each soul has its own experience of the joy of life.
	For eternity we have sought light in our own life.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	A beautiful spectacle is the joy of life.
	Bordering on the mystical is the joy of life.
	The well being bordering on the mystical is joy.
	The realms beyond our body is touched by joy.
	The smile of the divine we can catch in the mirror of joy.
	More subtle and sublime is joy.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	Our soul songs and dances because of joy.
	The whole universe is filled with joy.
	Naturally high and exhilarated is my soul when filled with joy.
	While walking through the forest and beautiful terrains of the mountains I am filled with joy.
	Singing and dancing I only seek joy.
	Through doing what I really like I only seek joy.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	Natural to my life and existence is joy.
	My health and inner harmony is immersed with joy.
	My eyes smile and shine because of joy.
	My spirit smile and shines with joy.
	My eyes light up when I shine with joy.
	When I smile light smiles with joy.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	/My soul has participated internally in the journey of light.
	My soul has witnessed the profound transformation of light.
	Divine quality of life and existence has emerged.
	From primary form into life light has emerged.
	Life gradually transformed into joy.
	Transcendence and creativity gradually emerged from joy.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	The joyous light has transformed into creative light.
	To receive the transcendent creativity emerged in light.
	To relieve the sublime moments I have travelled with light.
	To enter the sphere of creativity and transcendence I have travelled with light.
	Endless encounters in the cosmic world has strengthened my soul.
	Riding with light I have retreated into the depth of my soul.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	Light has made me see the meaning of existence.
	Light has struck a divine chord with my existence.
	All the creative powers of the universe have played with my soul.
	The entire cosmos has helped in the creative endeavours of my soul.
	The creative aspects of my nature and life has been enhanced by light.
	The gift of creativity to my soul has been given by light.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	Creativity is the gift which the cosmos has given to my soul.
	Into a shiny bundle of creativity light has converted my soul.
	Vested with the extraordinary power of light my soul is ready to blossom.
	Grateful to light is the whole microcosm.
	To my soul has been revealed the divinity of light.
	Most subtle sensitivities in our soul has been created by light.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	My deepest self I have maintained by retaining the sanctity of light.
	With great responsibility and joy I have hosted the light.
	The sacred light has found a dwelling in my soul.
	Incomparably subtle and beautiful the light has made my soul.
	A part of my nature is the light divine.
	My whole being has felt the sacred nature of the light divine.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	Great is the experience of touching the divine.
	Infinite is the ecstasy felt while being touched by the divine.
	In my being there has been crystallisation if the sacred light.
	My soul has been a witness to call the sacred dimensions of light.
	The core of my being is capable of receiving the sacred light.
	My soul’s aim has been to identity and merge with the sacred light.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	There is nothing higher, bigger and more significant than light.
	Greatest human happiness has emerged out of light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of light.
	Into the heavens my soul has retreated to be embraced by light.
	Together with light I have gone through the quiet journey.
	Nourished by life I have undertaken the sacred journey.
	My soul will soon be absorbed by the shining light! O mother of the lightening!
	Bliss of God Emerged Out of the Sacred Light! O Provider of Sunshine!
	/Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	My soul has participated in all the life cycles nourished by light.
	My whole being in made with the atoms of light.
	Joy of being alive I share with the whole world.
	The experience of joy I share with the whole world.
	Into a true creator light has converted my soul.
	For eternity divinity has dwelled upon the creative aspect of my soul.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	Into divine awareness light has crystallized into my soul.
	The sacred universe has given the capacity to receive and create divine reality in my soul.
	Divinity in my being I have gently embraced.
	Co creating with the divine the sacred world I have gently embraced.
	A part of the creative force of the sacred world I have always been.
	A part of the divine agenda I have always been.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	Only mission for my soul is to embrace the sacred light.
	My only mission is to live to the glory of light.
	In morning I wake up in light.
	In the sacred dawn I am welcomed by light.
	For my existence I thank the light.
	How lovely it is to live in the universe of light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	For being my companion I than the light.
	For guiding my soul I thank the light.
	With all my heart I thank the light.
	More focused, peaceful and radiant I can be with the help of light.
	I am glad to be guided by light.
	I am excited to be befriended by light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	My soul is used to the idea of living in light.
	Let me recall the events of the day which were lived in light.
	Patches of darkness occurred in the moments when I chose to refuse the light.
	Divine were the moments when I conversed with the light.
	For my daily life divine guidance I seek from light.
	In humble and joyous anticipation I embrace the light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	From the toes to the top of my head I am filled with light.
	My whole body I have experienced as light.
	How lovely it is to be made of light.
	The whole universe helps me to concentrate on this light.
	It is divine to have our body made of light.
	It feels divine to experience ourselves as light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	My lungs and heart is filled with light.
	My each toe is made of light.
	My soles and heels are filled with light.
	My ankles, calves and knees are filled with light.
	My thighs and hips are filled with light.
	My all the bones are filled with light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	My abdomen and stomach are filled with light.
	My rib cage and spine is filled with light.
	My heart is an enormous repository of light.
	My heart I have always experienced as light.
	My fingers, palm and wrists are filled with light.
	My lower arms and elbows are filled with light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	/My upper arms and shoulders are filled with light.
	My neck and brain is filled with light.
	My entire body is made of light.
	At the subtle level I am energized by light.
	My whole being I have massaged with inner light.
	All my body parts will be wrapped, soothed and healed by my inner light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	My brain and mind I shall surround with the gentle soothing light.
	Elemental and subtle is the therapy of the sacred light.
	With divine reverence we should treat the light.
	Light is healing and life is light.
	My body made of clay is filled with light.
	The creative substance of the universe is nothing but light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	To express my creative nature I need the medium of light.
	The cosmos has made me creative through the medium of light.
	My soul has found the distinctive path of light.
	My soul has found the realm where it can flourish with light.
	The special gifts of my nature I can cultivate with light.
	Great mastery I can acquire with the world of light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	My greatest joy I have only received with light.
	To juggle the ordinary in life I have taken the help of light.
	My total self I have lost in the world of light.
	Total absorption and total rapture is one of the greatest joys of light.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light.
	My soul is not afraid to embrace the creativity of light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	To be creative my soul has gathered the divine courage.
	It is the sacred creativity of the cosmos that gives me courage.
	It is the light that emancipates my spirit.
	By embracing the creative light free and authentic has become my spirit.
	I can transcend myself continually with the help of the creative light.
	I can shoot for the stars through the creative light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	My creativity can reach its acme through the medium of light.
	My soul is not mortified and apologetic of making mistakes while creating with light.
	Mistakes are inevitable on the creative path of light.
	Method of trial and error is inevitable on the path of light.
	To try new things and follow new path in the nature of light.
	By making mistakes we engage in the creative endeavour of light.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	The great artists and masters have known the secret of light.
	Evolution itself has known the secret of light.
	Through trial and error evolution has been embraced by my soul.
	Light has given coherence, depth and meaning to my soul.
	Light has imparted panache, sharpness and originality to my soul.
	With care and love light has given originality to my soul.
	Bliss of god emerged out of the sacred light! O provider of sunshine!
	It Feels Divine to Receive the Joy of Light! O Mother of the New Moon!
	/It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	Coherence, meaning and beauty is brought to my soul through the joy of light.
	To express and use my life I have used the joy of light.
	By befriending the stars my soul has embraced the cosmic light.
	By beholding the cosmic beauty I have merged into the cosmic light.
	My soul is its own miracle delivering itself.
	I cannot wait for miracle to happen by itself.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	Without spiritual practice there is no spiritual advancement.
	Without the spiritual light there is no enlightenment.
	For my soul enlightenment is the final goal.
	Only a spiritual miracle can deliver me the goal.
	No more my soul will be struck in the mind of mortality.
	In solitude and silence I will reach divinity.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	Solitude is our ally in our deep spiritual sustenance.
	In our serious spiritual journey silence will provide us the sustenance.
	Our sense of unity with light is the foundation of our well being.
	Inner peace in the foundation of our well being.
	Continuously I have cultivated the grace of the cosmic.
	I have the courage to enter the spiritual kingdom of light.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	For my spiritual ascent I have the courage.
	To enter the heavenly kingdom I have the courage.
	The whole spiritual kingdom is open for my soul.
	I have the courage to actualise the spiritual potential of my soul.
	The cosmic light shall help me exploit my latent divinity.
	Only the cosmic light can take me to a world of certainty.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	Generously, altruism and compassion follow the ethics of light.
	My soul inherently listens to the ethical commandments of light.
	Bridge to divinity is the divine love.
	The whole world is nurtured by love.
	Our compassionate being is nurtured by our loving mind.
	Divinity is a manifestation of our loving heart and mind.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	Love is closest to divinity.
	All manifestations of our being is close to divinity.
	Like a eagle let my soul fly.
	In full control let my soul fly.
	The lotus blooms with radiance and beauty through its roots are submerged in the mind.
	The lotus flower symbolizes the supreme beauty through submerged in the mud.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	As awesome spiritual power is the creativity of my soul.
	Let me reach out to the stars to unlock the creative potential of my soul.
	A simple act of amazement is the universe of light.
	Our world is defined by the total vision of light.
	Guided by the luminous unity of light my soul will soar to the heavens.
	In the glow of the evolving light shine the gates of the heavens.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	/Of incomparable richness and diversity is the world of light.
	Of varied richness and vibrancy is the world of light.
	Intimidated by the darkness no more my soul shall be.
	Deep and immense focus of my soul shall be.
	My whole world is a great synthesis of light.
	The unity of our human consciousness is because of light.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	In our genes are encoded our creative and spiritual heritage.
	In our perception and conventional thinking are encoded one creative heritage.
	To awake to the beauty of the day is a spiritual experience.
	To awake to the glory of the light is a fantastic experience.
	The blood in my veins enables me to respond with love.
	My entire body is made of light and can respond with love.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	In a subtle, beautiful and spiritual way I can respond because of my inner light.
	To the magnificence of my being I am awakened by my inner light.
	My inner light invites me to continue on the awakened path of light.
	We are not made of ordinary light.
	My inner sensitivities which have always been dormant is awakened by my inner light.
	The foothills of enlightenment I have tread with light.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	Beyond the ordinary I can see because of my inner light.
	My sense of grace brings enormous peace because of my inner light.
	My delicate sensitivities I can refine because of inner light.
	Unconditioned love I can receive because of my inner light.
	Compassion I can receive because of my inner light.
	My being becomes more subtle because of my inner light.
	The foothills of enlightenment I have tread with light.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	Beyond the ordinary I can see because of my inner light.
	My sense of grace brings enormous peace because of my inner light.
	My delicate sensitivities I can refine because of my inner light.
	Unconditioned cove I can receive because of my inner light.
	Compassion I can receive because of my inner light.
	My being becomes more subtle because of my inner light.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	My perspective has become subtler and deeper because of my inner light.
	My actions become more meaningful because of my inner light.
	The quality of my action depends upon the quality of inner light.
	New, wiser and stronger action I can take because of my inner light.
	New, wiser and stronger being I shall be because of my inner light.
	To make my action excellent and superior I have to use my inner light.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	To become a superior being I have to use my inner light.
	Our being becomes luminous because of my inner light.
	All my actions are right and well because of my inner light.
	The ground for all other action are prepared by my inner light.
	My being is attuned to the great cosmos because of my inner light.
	Even my inaction amounts to powerful action because of my inner light.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	We become breathless and confused because of lack of inner light.
	We become entrusted, dispirited and alienated because of lack of inner light.
	My being is not coherent enough because of lack of inner light.
	My being is not seeing enough because of lack of inner light.
	My being is not deep enough because of lack of inner light.
	My being is not right because of lack inner light.
	It feels divine to receive the joy of light! O mother of the new moon!
	In the Sacred Earthen Bowl You Have Planted My Soul! O Mother of Nature!
	/In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	The severity of the mortal pain I will overcome.
	The sheer weakness of my will I will overcome.
	I can’t take this darkness anymore.
	This mortal world I can no more explore.
	My mortal back I shall rest on your immortal wall.
	In the depth of darkness I will no more fall.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	Your brilliant play of light my soul has seen.
	Through an intensity painful experience I have been.
	The flow of your divine energy and vibrations I have felt.
	A floating sensation in my ebbing I have felt.
	In this dimly lit world I have opened my eyes.
	In the darkness I have seen the brilliance of your golden skies.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	The scintillating and quivering rays of your mystic sunshine pours down my soul.
	Taking in the luminosity of space inside my being is my goal.
	In serene stillness I can feel the floating sensation.
	It is your grace and light that defines all my relation.
	Both the divine and the demonic forces on this earth I shall meet.
	Beyond the realms of light and darkness every soul shall meet.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	I have got a glimpse of your lower earth bound astral world of dark forces.
	Only you can give me access to the world of light beings and their resources.
	Your mystical forms I can see which are not perceivable to the physical eye.
	The vibrations of higher invisible cosmic energies I have felt in the golden sky.
	Only a few earthly beings can get a glimpse of your cosmic energy.
	Let your aura of divine energy give my soul the required synergy.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	Let me not conceive what I only see with my eye.
	Let me get a glimpse of your golden sky.
	To fulfil my selfish need let me not destroy my spiritual environment.
	Let the dark forces not destroy my divine firmament.
	Let me not create my world based on sheer destruction.
	Let the dark forces not block my soul’s resurrection.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	In vain I try to control the dark forces.
	These dark forces are beyond the control of human resources.
	Let the dark forces not control my soul.
	Let me not become a victim of their control.
	Permanently my soul has gained from your divine connection.
	From the dark forces I shall no more face any destruction.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	To avoid the dark pitfalls your divine basic truths let me realize.
	Your bright world let my soul analyse.
	The forces of evil darkness cannot contend with the absolute.
	Removing the manic state of fear I shall make my heart resolute.
	The darkness can no more intimidate my soul.
	With your grace I shall reach my cosmic goal.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	Beyond all negative and positive aspects lies your being.
	Your divine symbolism every creature has been seeing.
	With the forces of darkness let me not vibrate with the same frequency.
	Let my heart not be open to such evil resonances and frequency.
	Your subtle material energies my soul can perceive.
	Let your divine grace my heart receive.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	To the evil dark forces let me not be open.
	The doors to your powerful divine force let me reopen.
	You are the absolute that is beyond any form of duality.
	For every creature you are the divine reality.
	Creation of a harmonious world is my goal.
	Your higher consciousness I have perceived in my soul.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	/Both my good and bad experiences I have deeply understood.
	Realizing my true spiritual nature the darkness I have withstood.
	To become divine myself I shall try.
	On your bright world I shall fully rely.
	To higher levels of action and expression you can take my soul.
	To pave the way for a happier and higher living is my goal.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	A new divine potential in my soul has arisen.
	To heal my body, mind and soul your divine energies have arisen.
	To your subtler levels let me raise my soul’s vibrations.
	Let your grace sharpen my divine intuitions.
	Silently let me listen to my inner voice.
	Honing my finer spiritual skills let my soul rejoice.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	With your divine cosmic vibrations let my soul live in harmony.
	With my own inner impulse let me be in harmony.
	The divine mystical experiences have changed my life.
	Playing with your subtle energies has removed all my darkness and strife.
	The unity of myself with the universe is the ultimate aim of my existence.
	Heal my inner self and remove all the resistance.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	Through self-realization let me refine my soul.
	Liberating and humanizing my mortal world is my goal.
	Through prayers and channelling of my spiritual energy I shall emancipate my soul.
	To heal my inner self is my goal.
	Advance levels of concentration let me achieve.
	Your universal compassion in my heart let me perceive.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	Let your grace be the source of my deepest experience.
	Deep pain and agony I shall no more experience.
	Let me empathize with this world that has hurt me.
	Let me understand and be one with the darkness that has hurt me.
	Pain and pleasure are the intrinsic aspect of my life.
	With your grace let me fully experience my life.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	With the forces of nature let my soul coexist.
	The forces of darkness let me strongly resist.
	The intensity of my soul’s predicament only you can understand.
	The source of my spiritual sustenance only you can command.
	Let me take on the suffering of this world.
	Let me visualize the anguish of this world.
	In the sacred earthen bowl you have planted my soul! O mother of nature!
	God Smiles through the Radiance of the Sacred Light! O Mother of the New Fire!
	/God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	To the higher levels of our existence we are taken by the sacred light.
	The beauty and importance of joy we comprehend through the sacred light.
	The connection between our biological existence and our divine aspirations is the sacred light.
	In awesome embrace our soul has been held by the sacred light.
	Our journey becomes joyous because of the sacred light.
	It is most fascinating and eventful to be a part of the journey of the sacred light.
	God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	We are active participants in our journey with the sacred light.
	Most rewarding is our journey with the sacred light.
	We are a part of the great mystery of the world of sacred light.
	The whole divine mystery plays in us through the sacred light.
	We identify with the cosmos through the sacred light.
	Our being is overcome with joy on seeing the sacred light.
	With lightening awareness our soul is struck by the sacred light.
	God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	The joy of our being we can spread through the sacred light.
	Deep intuition of good we get through the sacred light.
	Our souls are struck by the extraordinary nature of the sacred light.
	Our souls are stupefied by the luminosity and all pervading nature of the sacred light.
	With the supreme and the highest being is linked the sacred light.
	All the potency of the divine is vested in the sacred light.
	God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	The whole creation becomes blessed in the embrace of the sacred light.
	God himself is the radiance of the sacred light.
	The image of god is made by the sacred light.
	Our journey from darkness to highest luminosity we accomplish through the sacred light.
	Most essential characteristics of divinity is embedded in the sacred light.
	The most beautiful in god is the radiance of the sacred light.
	God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	Pregnant with god is the sacred light.
	God was born as a child of the sacred light.
	The potency of god is contained in the sacred light.
	Subtle, mysterious and mind boggling is emergence of god from the sacred light.
	Mysterious is the origin of god from the sacred light.
	Our consciousness has matured and deepened with the help of the sacred light.
	God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	Beyond the realm of the tangible and observable is the sacred light.
	Mysterious and powerful is the trans physical world of the sacred light.
	The nature and the cosmos are repository of the immense powers of the sacred light.
	In trees, herbs and animals resides the immense powers of the sacred light.
	The realms above are filled with the powers of the sacred light.
	In all our souls resides the power of the sacred light.
	God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	After our present life our souls are accompanied by the sacred light.
	We can sense forces of nature through the sacred light.
	Our consciousness is refined and articulated through the sacred light.
	Transcendental aspect is reality we can conceive through the sacred light.
	The sense of transcendental emerged through the sacred light.
	The sphere of the sacred was created by the sacred light.
	God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	/In the form of invisible forces our souls are surrounded by the sacred light.
	Our sense of the sacred emerged from the sacred light.
	Our destinies are affected by the invisible forces of the sacred light.
	The responsibility of our well being lies in the sacred light.
	Intimate relationship with the special forces of nature we develop through the sacred light.
	Through rituals and prayers we acknowledge and pay homage to the presence of the sacred light.
	God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	The sense of spirituality was chiselled out of the sacred light.
	All the transcendental realms are created by the sacred light.
	The images of deities and icons was carved out of the sacred light.
	Vast and all pervading is the influence of the sacred light.
	Spiritual support to our souls is given by the sacred light.
	Darkness cannot intimidate and imprison us because of the sacred light.
	God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	Darkness cannot control our souls because of the sacred light.
	We are connected with the benevolent transcendent realm through the sacred light.
	All life is made divine by the sacred light.
	Through all living form reverberates the sacred light.
	Spread throughout all visible nature is the sacred light.
	The most important element that shapes human destiny is the sacred light.
	God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	The spiritual map of humanity is made by the sacred light.
	With the whole universe our consciousness is bound through the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light.
	Fully democratic and egalitarian is the consciousness arising out of the sacred light.
	Of equal spiritual status are all beings in the world of the sacred light.
	Spiritually latent in the whole nature is brought out by the sacred light.
	God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	Hierarchical, domineering and controlling is the world devoid of the sacred light.
	History of civilization is the history of the sacred light.
	The endless conquests and wars are the wars fought for the sacred light.
	Most of the conflicts of the world was for establishing the monopoly over the sacred light.
	The world was suppressed and silenced to keep a monopoly over the sacred light.
	It was unforgivable heresy to challenge the authority of the sacred light.
	God smiles through the radiance of the sacred light! O mother of the new fire!
	All Living Beings Pulsate with the Same Rhythm As the Sacred Light! O Bestower of Well-Being!
	/All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	A priceless commodity for humanity has been the sacred light.
	All elements of the divine exists in the sacred light.
	All symbols of divinity emerged out of the sacred light.
	All divine powers are vested in the sacred light.
	This whole cosmos is ruled by the sacred light.
	Real power is wielded over our soul by the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	All the religions have jealously guarded the monopoly of the sacred light.
	Eternal, unchanging and perfect is the sacred light.
	The ground and source of all is the sacred light.
	Spiritual sustenance to every soul is provided by the sacred light.
	Everything else pales into significance as compared to the sacred light.
	Our spiritual well being is elevated and enhanced by the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	Forever giving, benign, gentle and peaceful is the sacred light.
	On all shines the sacred light.
	There is no withdrawal from giving by the sacred light.
	Continuously there is giving by the sacred light.
	There is no discrimination by the sacred light.
	There is no animosity, hatred and division created by the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	Available, comprehensible and inspiring to the ordinary soul is the sacred light.
	The world is rendered sacred and divine by the sacred light.
	There is no manipulation, intimidation and exploration by the sacred light.
	The mystics are the living torches of the sacred light.
	Intimately connected is mysticism and the sacred light.
	The mystics go directly for the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	The mystics directly seek, connect and embrace the sacred light.
	The mystics are never scorched by the sacred light.
	The mystics continuously live in the presence of the sacred light.
	The mystics are a constant witness to the sacred light.
	It is superhuman to experience the sacred light.
	The ultimate dimension of freedom is represented by the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	Beautiful is the freedom provided by the sacred light.
	We are never terrified and bound by the sacred light.
	Hard to define is the way of the sacred light.
	A pathless path is the way of the sacred light.
	We cannot understand and learn the path of the sacred light.
	The ecstasy of being is provided by the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	Our soul is penetrated by the overwhelming radiance of the sacred light.
	A sense of total tranquillity and joy is brought by the sacred light.
	The rapture of our being is experienced through the sacred light.
	A sense of touching the divine we get through the sacred light.
	A sense of being touched by the divine we get through the sacred light.
	Mysticism is an experience of the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	/Through ecstatic dancing and continuous singing we are witness to the sacred light.
	Every soul consciously seeks unity with the sacred light.
	Every soul seeks to meet the sacred light.
	Ecstatic is the experience of the sacred light.
	Silence is the best explanation of the sacred light.
	Even without words we can understand the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	Accessible to all is the sacred light.
	Insight into our deepest nature is provided by the sacred light.
	Deep down we long for the sacred light.
	Our rational mind tries to hold back the sacred light.
	Into the mystic joy our souls are merged by the sacred light.
	Mysticism is whispered in our souls by the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	Extraordinary fascinating is the mystic world of the sacred light.
	In all cultures exists the mysticism of the sacred light.
	A cosmic phenomenon is the mysticism of the sacred light.
	Our glowing self is because of the mysticism of the sacred light.
	The kernel of all mystical experience is the sacred light.
	Through light is visible the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	Our soul shines and is enlightened by the sacred light.
	A member of the spiritual world we are made by the sacred light.
	Eternity is a great ring of pure and endless sacred light.
	We know the truth when we know the sacred light.
	We know eternity when we know the sacred light.
	An extraordinary phenomenon is the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	We can grasp the deepest meaning of the cosmos through the sacred light.
	Our soul understands the deep nature of the sacred light.
	The meaning of true freedom is contained in the freedom of the sacred light.
	To always give is the fundamental nature of the sacred light.
	Eternally glowing and illuminating is the sacred light.
	Eternally uplifting and nourishing is the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	Eternally transforming is the sacred light.
	There is ample abundance in the nature of the sacred light.
	With energy the earth is showered by the sacred light.
	The source of all is the sacred light.
	Our soul is embraced by the inexhaustible generosity of the sacred light.
	Our souls are saturated with abundance by the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	We live in abundance in the universe of the sacred light.
	We should be aware that we are beings of the sacred light.
	Our ethics should mirror the elan of the sacred light.
	We should understand the giving, generous and transcending
	Our ethics must be in congruence with the laws of the sacred light.
	Before our soul unfolds the thrust and elan of the sacred light.
	All living beings pulsate with the same rhythm as the sacred light! O bestower of well-being!
	The Core of Our Being is Filled With Light! O Mother of Divine Knowledge!
	/The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	We live in a strange universe of light.
	Stranger than we can imagine is the universe of light.
	The right key to understand the universe is the cosmic light.
	More illuminating and deeper insights we can get through light.
	We are curious, resourceful and creative because of light.
	We can cooperate with the universe through light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	The key to our mystic story is the cosmic light.
	Our new story can only be framed by the cosmic light.
	A taste of our soul’s true story we can get through the cosmic light.
	All our surprises and shocks can be absorbed by the cosmic light.
	Out of the ordinary is the story of light.
	Startling and astonishing is the story light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	To us the universe wants secretly to reveal its light.
	We have been slow in answering the calling of light.
	We have been living in a state of atrophy in absence of light.
	We are the ambers of the energy of the universe of light.
	We are nothing but shining particles of light.
	We are rediscovering our self through light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	Through us the light is rediscovering itself.
	Through light we are rediscovering our self.
	We can discover our universe anew through light.
	We need to come much closer to the universe through light.
	We cannot be continuously separated from light.
	We can go deeper into the underlying foundation of the universe through light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	Closet to our soul is the cosmic light.
	The wholeness of the universe we can understand through light.
	The dazzling diversity of the universe we can comprehend through light.
	The key to our understanding is the cosmic light.
	Strange is the journey of rediscovering our cosmic light.
	Familiar is the land we seek to travel through light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	We can return to our primordial home through the cosmic light.
	Finally we need to journey to the source of light.
	Light itself is the source of light.
	Aeons ago we left our home of light.
	From the amoebas to the gods has been the transformation of light.
	Finally has come the era of light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	Our soul already knows the land of light.
	More and more familiar my soul has grown with the land of light.
	From past to the present and future we travel through light.
	The nature of our new journey is revealed through light.
	Human intelligence is meant to celebrate the universe of light.
	A new story of the universe we can create through light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	We cannot comprehend what was before light.
	Divine is the source capable of generating light.
	Our cosmic roots we can discover through light.
	Our cosmic origins we can excavate through light.
	Our true cosmic nature is revealed through light.
	The primordial awe and delight for every soul is the cosmic light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	/The root of our intelligence is the cosmic light.
	We are the blossoming flower of the cosmic light.
	The source of all sources is the cosmic light.
	The beginning of all is the cosmic light.
	Everything can be explained by the cosmic light.
	Nothing can explain the cosmic light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	The genesis of the whole universe is light.
	Light is the genesis of the whole world of light.
	At the beginning there was only light.
	Everything that exist in the universe is made of light.
	Everything has evolved through light.
	Through photosynthesis the vegetable world is nourished through light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	Animal and the plants are condensed form of light.
	The whole animal and plant kingdom is continuously nourished by light.
	Our consciousness made enormous leap through light.
	All art and knowledge is created out of light.
	Our self conscious thoughts are generated out of light.
	All the power of symbols are manifested through light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	Our soul is continuously nourished by light.
	All divine beings and entities are made of the sublime light.
	Universal and all pervading is the cosmic light.
	Universal mother is our cosmic light.
	The womb that provides sustenance and nourishment to our soul is the cosmic light.
	Our body and mind is fed by the cosmic light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	Every soul is fed by light.
	It is natural for our soul to be in the embrace of light.
	The whole cosmos is a natural worshiper of light.
	In our deepest intuitions we have felt the impact of light.
	Time has come to return to the source of light.
	For long we have been lead away from the source of light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	With great reverence we should embrace light.
	Time is ripe to worship the source of light.
	It feels natural for every soul to return to the source of light.
	Healing and sustaining for every soul is the source of light.
	Our souls will finally return to the primordial source of light.
	The whole canvas of existence we can see through light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	A new power we get on seeing all through the perspective of light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light.
	A totally new vision we get through light.
	With a new perspective our mind is furnished by light.
	We are converted into luminous beings by light.
	Strength, determination and perseverance is brought to our soul by light.
	The core of our being is filled with light! O mother of divine knowledge!
	Our Souls are Woven With the Threads of Light! O Mother of the Flames!
	/Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	The knots of our darkness we can cut with the sword of light.
	We will be shown the way by new vision of light.
	Humanity can survive only through a new vision of light.
	Violence, selfishness and stupidity we can transcend through a new vision of light.
	Present obstacles, pit falls and impediments we can overcome through a new vision of light.
	We grope in confusion and semi darkness in absence of light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	Injustice, inequity and violence we can abolish through light.
	We can transcend to the heavens with the increase of our inner light.
	Path of our inner bliss we can follow through light.
	All my toils and tears we can follow through light.
	Every human soul is pregnant with light.
	The whole cosmos is pregnant with light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	The greatest equalizer in this cosmos is light.
	Every being of this cosmos is a vessel created and filled by light.
	Both mother and father of every being is light.
	Everyone of us is born out of light.
	Through us all is the birth of light.
	In this cosmos there is continuous birth of light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	All of us are vessels of light.
	Every soul is a bearer of new light.
	Every new poem created is a child of light.
	Every new baby born is a child of light.
	Through the pregnant universe is born the baby of light.
	The joy of birth to the pregnant universe is given by light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	The joy of birth to the pregnant poet is given by light.
	The joy of birth to the pregnant mother is given by light.
	Organized religions and faith are filters of light.
	Religions hide the enormous potency of light.
	Extremely generous, all giving and impartial is the cosmic light.
	No religion can hide the wholeness of light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	Every religion and faith appropriates a part of the cosmic light.
	Through its respective filter every religion filters the cosmic light.
	The miracle of human understanding is hidden in the cosmic light.
	Infinite and vast is the domain of light.
	Ne religion is absolute and complete as it structures only a certain domain of light.
	No god is absolute and complete as they represent only a certain domain of light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	Every religion expresses only a part of the divinity of light.
	Every religion has come on the wave of big light.
	The sacred vehicle of the cosmos is the cosmic light.
	The clearest embodiment of the divine is the mystic light.
	No more obscured and darkened shall be the divine light.
	Our souls will never abandon the call of the spiritual light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	Every soul knows but cannot convey the meaning of light.
	Beyond words and human understanding is the knowledge of light.
	In the space of bliss every soul can live with the help of light.
	We are utterly lonely without the cosmic light.
	The aura of great peace and silence we can get through light.
	Beyond knowing and saying is the cosmic light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	/Beyond the reach of religions is the sacred light.
	Every mystic has experienced the big light.
	Every mystic has survived the blazing encounter with the sacred light.
	Every mystic has been smouldered but not scorched by light.
	Every mystic has directly confronted the light.
	Every mystic directly speaks with light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	There are hidden ambers in our souls that respond to the cosmic light.
	Every soul has encountered the great peace and silence of light.
	The consciousness of our mind is connected with the big light.
	The laws of the cosmos is sustained by light.
	Our enduring ethics is sustained by light.
	Every soul has witnessed the unfolding of the thrust and élan of light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	Our ethics must accept and embody the elan of the abundance of light.
	Always giving and not hoarding is the basic nature of light.
	Giving and generosity is latent in the nature of light.
	Love, sharing and solidarity is hidden in the nature of light.
	Harmony and transcendence are manifestations of the ethics of light.
	Spiritual well being and beauty are the embodiment of the ethics of light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	War is unnatural to the quest of light.
	Natural, intuitive and rational is the ethics of light.
	The structure of the cosmos is based on the unfolding image of light.
	Divinely is inherent in the unfolding of light.
	In our universe prevails the abundance and generosity of light.
	Sharing and love is embodied by light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	The moral consciousness in us is because of the starry heavens full of light.
	A deep but subtle bond exists between our realm of consciousness and light.
	The whole cosmos is a witness to the inexhaustible generosity of life.
	Our own ethics is a creation of the starry heavens of light.
	Our souls are made aware of the cosmos by the starry heavens of light.
	The morality in us formed by the starry heavens of light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	To create we were born in the world of light.
	Our agonies are overshadowed by the creativity of light.
	We are alive and creative because of the cosmic light.
	Through us creation is manifested by the cosmic light.
	The cosmos creates through us through the medium of light.
	Our life loves novelty and genius because our life is created by the cosmic light.
	Our souls are woven with the threads of light! O mother of the flames!
	To Create We Were Born in the World of Light! O Graceful Lady!
	/To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	Our life expresses itself through new creative acts of light.
	Our way to self realization is unfolded through the cosmic light.
	Our ceaseless acts of creativity are sustained by the cosmic light.
	The mysterious forces of creativity are sustained by the cosmic light.
	The entire elan of the cosmos is maintained by the cosmic light.
	Our entire life process is sustained by the cosmic light.
	To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	Decay and boredom creeps in us because of the absence of light.
	Blossoming and radiance is the result of the presence of light.
	Repetitious, stagnant and moronic we become because of less creativity of light.
	Closer to divinity we become because of the more creativity of light.
	The cosmos realizes itself through us through the cosmic light.
	Blessed and not cursed is the world of light.
	To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	We are blessed because we were divined to be creative by the cosmic light.
	Caught in the creative web of the cosmos we cannot live without light.
	Continuously we can reflect on our creative act through the medium of light.
	We can understand the essence of our creative out through the medium of light.
	All forms of creativity in the cosmos is sustained by the cosmic light.
	The matrix of understanding all creativity is the matrix of the cosmic light.
	To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	We are nothing but extension of the creativity of the cosmic light.
	The intensity and clarity of our creativity is enhanced by the cosmic light.
	The pivotal nature of our creativity is revealed by the cosmic light.
	The uniqueness of our creativity is sustained by the cosmic light.
	Through understanding creativity in art we can understand the creativity of light.
	The subtle forms of consciousness in the cosmos is created by the cosmic light.
	To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	The essence of our creative act we can understand through the cosmic light.
	The cosmos becomes aware of its own thinking through the cosmic light.
	The cosmos becomes aware of its own subtle features through the cosmic light.
	The cosmos rejoices in its own creativity through cosmic light.
	The nature of creativity of the cosmos is determined by the cosmic light.
	Our soul we can renew through the medium of the cosmic light.
	To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	Our souls should look up and reach the stars of the cosmic light.
	Finally we should return to the cosmic light.
	The centre of our being is rooted in the cosmic light.
	All our human understanding stems from the cosmic light.
	All our right values we shall find in the cosmic light.
	Solidarity, love and giving is embodied by the cosmic light.
	To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	Our right purpose in life we shall discover through the cosmic light.
	All our gods are fashioned by the cosmic light.
	Through all our healthy spiritual traditions shines the cosmic light.
	All our deities we shall find in the cosmic light.
	The source of all our divine inspirations is the cosmic light.
	The source of all our life is the cosmic light.
	To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	/In times of strife and elation we are united by the cosmic light.
	Into a loving, warm and compassionate habitat the cosmos is converted by the cosmic light.
	The whole cosmos is converted into a friendly place by the cosmic light.
	The whole universe has been made into our home by the cosmic light.
	We are made comfortable in the cosmos by the cosmic light.
	For us the whole world has been made into a sanctuary by the cosmic light.
	To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	We become gods amongst men through the cosmic light.
	We become shepherds amongst our flock through the cosmic light.
	Through hope and love we are redeemed by the world of light.
	Hope is the spring eternal that comes out of the world of light.
	Hope will not abandon us because of the cosmic light.
	The greatness and nobility in our soul is distilled by the cosmic light.
	To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	Every new story of the universe is fashioned by the cosmic light.
	We can go to our original source through the cosmic light.
	The source of all sources we can tap through the cosmic light.
	New eyes are given to us by the cosmic light.
	Full of grandeur and beauty is the universe of light.
	Full of love, generosity and infinite giving is the universe of light.
	To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	Overwhelming, pure and triumphant is the cosmic light.
	All our cosmos, universe and life is created out of the cosmic light.
	The whole story of the cosmos is a story of the cosmic light.
	Intertwined with divine love is the cosmic light.
	Love is essential to the story of the universe of light.
	Our thinking, arts and sacred symbols are an essential embodiment of the cosmic light.
	To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	Enthralling, fascinating and mysterious is the story of the cosmic light.
	Our life incessantly recreates and transforms itself through the cosmic light.
	We should have the eyes to see the beauty and genius of the world of light.
	The divine denominator that unites the whole cosmos is the cosmic light.
	The whole cosmos is one because it is made of the cosmic light.
	Tremendously assuring and full of hope and optimism is the world of light.
	To create we were born in the world of light! O graceful lady!
	The Breath of Your Divinity My Cosmic Lungs Have Captured! O Creative Energy!
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	Every soul enacts out its drama of life on your universal stage.
	The script of every life is written on your immortal page.
	Silently the shadows of the night mix with the fading rays of day light.
	The warp and weft of my soul is woven by your mystic light.
	You are the un-manifested sound that has not taken any particular form.
	In my soul your light shall carry out all the reform.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	/You are the pure and primal sound with infinite energy.
	To this whole cosmos you provide the divine synergy.
	Infinite in its ramifications is your cosmic grace.
	Your native light shall shine my cosmic face.
	Your grace overflows all boundaries of form and name.
	The principle and power that governs all universal movement is the same.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	Through the ocean of ignorance my soul you shall guide.
	I shall dive into your lake of supreme knowledge and pure delight.
	Lead my soul back to its source of pure awareness.
	Help my soul in its final preparedness.
	From one realm to another with your grace I shall ascend.
	In the world of darkness I shall no more descend.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	Finally I shall sail through the ocean of ignorance and darkness.
	Finally I shall enter into the world of pure knowledge and brightness.
	Through various layers, levels, and dimensions my universe you have structured.
	Various divine worlds for my soul you have manufactured.
	You manifest as the power of perception of my eyes.
	Pure awareness you bring of my heavenly ties.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	The silence in my heart carries your cosmic vibration.
	The source of my life is your inner vibration.
	O mother carry me beyond all visible boundaries and space.
	To the highest heavenly worlds I shall carried with your grace.
	In your womb is carried all cosmic vibration.
	Of my whole mystic world you are the foundation.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	I have seen the vapours of your mystic rain travel towards heaven.
	By only your light darkness in my soul can be shaven.
	Beyond all possible universes and boundaries my soul you shall carry.
	Beyond the heights heavenly worlds my being you shall carry.
	Let your mystic rain carry me upward in its vapours to eternity.
	Let my soul trace the lightening that comes from the divine fraternity.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	Both animate and inanimate matter you keep in constant state of vibration.
	The waves of your cosmic pulsation occurs in a frequency beyond human imagination.
	Within me I can hear your holy cosmic sound.
	I have let go of all outer noises and sound.
	It is your cosmic energy through which my heart beats.
	It is your cosmic food that my soul eats.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	Let your light carry my soul to its ultimate origin.
	Let my heart resonate in the silence of my being within.
	Let me listen to the whispers I heard before I was born.
	Let your cosmic lotus my soul adorn.
	Let my inner ear listen the space between two sounds.
	O mother reveal the mystical space in the pause between the two sounds.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	Through the pause between my two breaths all the heavenly mysteries I shall unravel.
	To your mystical world my soul shall travel.
	All the mystical codes of the heavens my heart shall decipher.
	All the dark moments my fate shall defer.
	In fire, water, and earth you abound in the most subtle ways.
	It is in your energy that the whole cosmos sways.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	/I have heard the primal sound of my spiritual heart.
	The darkness of this world can no more assert.
	Let me nurture my inner self by being tranquil and quiet.
	With the forces of darkness let my soul fight.
	Let my soul trace the origin of your primal sound.
	On my heart and mind the effect of your cosmic energy is profound.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	Of your flow of divinity let my whole being be aware.
	With your spirit of compassion let my soul swear.
	It is your cosmic light that pervades the entire universe.
	With you left my soul silently converse.
	All my physical, mental, and spiritual worlds by your energy are sustained.
	The steady flow of your awareness my soul has retained.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	For eternity I have enjoyed your joyousness and divine bliss.
	With your blessings I have tasted your divine kiss.
	The inexplicable gifts of havens my soul has got.
	All the pain and suffering my soul has forgot.
	You are the inherent force that exists behind the whole cosmos.
	It is your light that shall remove all my dross.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	Your spirit of compassion pervades my entire universe.
	With eternal bliss and joyousness my soul shall converse.
	I have tasted the eternal bliss of your universal beatitude.
	My soul you have filled with divine gratitude.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes.
	It is your mystic light that my soul catches.
	The breath of your divinity my cosmic lungs have captured! O creative energy!
	Entice My Soul Into Your Cosmic Play! O Mother of the Splendour!
	/Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	I have watched the mystic waterfall of your grace rush towards the earth.
	All the magic of your space let my soul unearth.
	Let my heart reverberate with your lightening.
	The dark world will no more be frightening.
	With my worship let me awaken your flow of grace.
	Let your ancient light shine on my face.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	O mother you hold the secret key of my being.
	Every aspect of my soul you have been seeing.
	You are the source of all awareness.
	Your light shall help in my soul’s preparedness.
	It is you that gives light to the existence of time.
	My soul shall travel into your world sublime.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	The fire of your grace will ripen my soul.
	With your light I will reach my sacred goal.
	Your grace flows beyond all limits of compression.
	Let my soul discard all its pretensions.
	Through your eyes I can see the universal play.
	My soul shall soak in the light of your bright day.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	Let my world assume your gentle hues of beatitude.
	Let the beauty of your consciousness modify my attitude.
	Your eternal presence in the cosmos is revealed by your grace.
	Let the waters of my life carry the flow of your grace.
	To your gentle care I surrender all my desires, fears and suffering.
	With love O mother take in my offering.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	O mother transform all my anguish into sweet delight.
	Let your mysticism transform my darkness into light.
	My soul has witnessed your numerous colours of bliss.
	Let every creature taste your cosmic kiss.
	O mother save me from the mirage of this existence.
	To the darkness let me show resistance.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	Your light resides in the womb of my heart.
	With your blessings my bright day shall start.
	It is you that gives birth to all devotion.
	Help my inner heart in its great expansion.
	I shall experience your full effulgence.
	Let me fully merge into your cosmic awareness.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	To my heart you provide the inner warmth, flow and circulation.
	Only you can understand my heart’s palpitation.
	In the darkness of your womb churns all existence.
	Into your being let me merge all my awareness.
	In your womb churns all the elixir of love, light and life.
	From my soul remove all the darkness and strife.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	Your golden radiant summer shall warm my heart.
	The cosmic day for this dark world shall start.
	O mother tantalize my heart with the mystic colours of your autumnal fall.
	Let your light arrive before the darkness can fall.
	Let my soul shine like the white sheath of winter’s snowfall.
	With your sacred flame the whole cosmos you enthral.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	/O mother nurture the sacred flame of my heart.
	Let the sacred dawn immediately start.
	In my soul burn the fires of eternity.
	Let your inner light will bring to me a world of certainty.
	Your delightful expression I can see in the mystic spring.
	On your arrival the heavenly bells shall ring.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	You are the cause behind birth, growth, decay and death.
	O mother bless my every breath.
	Every moment of my life holds your dynamic energy.
	O mother provide me all your cosmic synergy.
	Whole world has embraced your power of transformation.
	Your joy is the source of all my delightful expression.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	You rule over the most poignant and crucial moments of my life.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife.
	Let me enjoy the sweetness of your grace.
	Let the joy of freedom show on my face.
	Only in you exists the innate power of existence.
	Only you can remove all the darkness and resistance.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	You symbolize pure and eternal existence.
	You give all the powers for my resistance.
	You are the purity of the cosmic mountains white snow.
	In my heart let your sweet grace flow.
	You are the enduring power of pure existence.
	Let me be a witness to your unmoving and effulgent radiance.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	O mother show me the power of inner peace.
	Put my heart at ease.
	Let your grace flow through my heart.
	Let the flow of your divinity start.
	Your pure existence is absolute and unchallengeable.
	Only with your light my soul is malleable.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	O mother you unite all the forces of the universe.
	With my soul let the whole cosmos converse.
	The pure delight of your cosmic mountains have captivated my breath.
	Let me travel beyond darkness and death.
	I have witnessed the purity and starkness of your mystic snowy mountain.
	Let my soul drink from your divine fountain.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	O mother fill my whole world with your gentle abundance.
	Show me your beauty’s purity and starkness.
	Only you can hold captive all my fleeting moment.
	Only you can fit me in your divine firmament.
	Let nature’s abundance grace all my life.
	O mother remove all my darkness and strife.
	Entice my soul into your cosmic play! O mother of the splendour!
	Transform With Your Magic All My Emotions! O Giver of All Desire!
	/Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	O mother enrich my being and my life’s experiences.
	Let me witness my own metamorphosis.
	Let me not yield to my moods and sadness.
	Let me not yield to the world of darkness.
	Let me use my silence to reinforce my inner harmony.
	Let me drift into your mystic world truly.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	With your grace redesign my thought patterns.
	O mother to illuminate my path ignite your magic lanterns.
	Let me withdraw into your world of magic and wonder.
	To your silence let my soul surrender.
	O mother harmonize all the energy in my soul.
	Let me witness the silence of your whole.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	O mother turn my body into flower of delight.
	With your flame my body and mind ignite.
	With your grace restructure my entire existence.
	Let my soul exude its own fragrance.
	Integrate my soul into your own native source of joy.
	To serve your purpose my soul you can employ.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	Let me enter into your world of wonder and amazement.
	Let me fit into your divine firmament.
	O mother you symbolize the beauty of higher reality.
	Make delicate and beautiful my personality.
	Sustain the power and vigour of my life.
	O mother quickly end all my strife.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	The deep essence of your magic flower let me hold within.
	Save my heart from darkness and sin.
	I have silently witnessed your dance of fire.
	Let your magic transform my desire.
	The flower of my being I offer to the absolute.
	O mother hear the songs from my flute.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	In my soul expand your powerful energy.
	In you the whole cosmos finds its synergy.
	Allow the complete expression of my immortal dance.
	Your brightness has left my soul in trance.
	I am the perfect offering for your grace.
	Your awesome force shines brightly on your face.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	/Let me be aware of the underlying force of my pure consciousness.
	Let your light weave the patterns of my experiences.
	For my soul you have woven time and space.
	From my conscious mind all the darkness you can erase.
	Your magic and charm works in the whole cosmos.
	From my soul O mother remove all the dross.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	Immerse my soul into your world eternal.
	Mould me into a flower of beauty immortal.
	O mother reveal your true nature to my soul.
	Help me achieve my cosmic goal.
	O mother shower on me the flowers of bliss.
	Let me taste your cosmic kiss.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	Let me witness the flowering of my inner sacred lotus.
	Being transformed by your grace is my focus.
	You are the source of beauty of every flower.
	Witness the blossoming of the celestial flower.
	Let my love be an expression of tenderness.
	Let my soul regain its fragrance.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	You are born out of your own celestial flowering.
	Darkness for long I have been borrowing.
	O mother you are the primordial force.
	Your grace and mercy is my only resource.
	Your heart is the evidence of sheer delight.
	O mother with your grace transform my native sight.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	O mother let me watch the dance of the mystic flowers.
	Let me bathe in your sacred showers.
	In the search of the unknown I have roamed in this mortal world.
	Soon the flag of his luminosity and light will be unfurled.
	Your face is brighter than the radiance of the sun and the moon.
	The fire and passion of your eyes I will see soon.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	O mother bring beauty and harmony in my soul.
	To see the passion in your dark eyes is my goal.
	Let my pilgrim journey end with sharp awareness.
	O mother help in my heart’s preparedness.
	Let me peep into the depth of my own heart.
	Let the ancient dawn immediately start.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	Your grace is my ladder to divinity.
	Let me enter into your world of certainty.
	Help me discard all my rawness and aggression.
	Help me overcome all the rawness of emotions.
	Let my world not become coarse and commercial.
	My fight with the darkness is crucial.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	Your divine face existed before the creation of any form.
	With your light my soul can reform.
	I have witnessed your mystic grace rain from the heavens above.
	O mother I have seen your world of love.
	Your grace permeates all of nature and my being.
	Your graceful world I have been seeing.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	/The lightening from your being has shinned my soul.
	Your grace has finally defined my goal.
	Soon will arrive the sacred dawn of all creation.
	O mother transform all my desire and aspiration.
	Let my soul bathe in your cosmic waters.
	O mother help me when my soul falters.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	In your mirror let me see my own reflection.
	My soul will witness the divine correction.
	Let me taste the pride of beautiful existence.
	To your bright world let me not show any resistance.
	Your fire of passion transverse all borders.
	Your grace will remove all my disorders.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	With you let me travel beyond the birth and death.
	With your grace fill my every breath.
	With your love let me travel beyond time and space.
	I have seen the supreme fire of passion on your face.
	Let my whole world move into your mystic realm.
	Let your light my world overwhelm.
	Transform with your magic all my emotions! O giver of all desire!
	Let Me Trust the Whispering of My Own Heart! O Mother of the Great Mind!
	/Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	O mother draw me into your cosmic void.
	The world of darkness let me avoid.
	Your gentle grace flows silently through my heart.
	The world of evil and darkness can no more assert.
	Grant me the pure knowledge of my deeper self.
	You are the bestower of all power and pelf.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	O mother listen to my prevent prayers.
	Let me climb your golden stairs.
	Give me a glimpse of your cosmic affairs.
	Fortunate are those who unwind your sacred layers.
	You are the bestower of all that is auspicious and fortunate.
	In the darkness of this world let my soul not hibernate.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	Transform my world through the flow of your heavenly grace.
	With you let me be face to face.
	You are the energy and power of sacrifice.
	Let me experience everything as a sacrifice.
	You are the power and wisdom behind all forms and movements.
	In my dark world only you can do the improvements.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	You are the great truth behind all the cosmic play.
	Before my soul O mother your mystic world display.
	You personify the sacrificial movement of time.
	Take me into your world sublime.
	I offer my everything into your fire of eternity.
	Take me to your world of certainty.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	I offer you back everything born of your blessing.
	To seek your grace the whole cosmos has been canvassing.
	You are the only real existence.
	In you there is no space, time or any resistance.
	In you there is no causality or multiplicity.
	Let me discard this world of duplicity.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	By embracing death I offer you everything back.
	Everything born of your blessings I offer you back.
	You create my drama of love and passion.
	Let me penetrate into your heavenly bastion.
	You are the creator of all my fear, anguish and hope.
	Only you can give me everything that I hope.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	My every action is a play between birth and death.
	You control the movement of my every breath.
	Make understood all of life’s emotions.
	Douse all my cosmic fires and silence all the commotions.
	Let me witness the magic of your sacrifice.
	Let me understand what the heavens symbolize.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	/You are the force behind my spiritual growth.
	You are the energy behind my soul’s youth.
	You cause the development of my soul.
	You are the end of my every goal.
	You are the creator of this great cosmic reality.
	You are the destroyer of all duality.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	I can your energy that manifests through the entire universe.
	Let my soul with the heavens converse.
	Diverse and varied are your sacred modes of expression.
	O mother only you can remove my soul’s depression.
	You are the energy behind every ceremony and ritual.
	With your sacred knowledge let me worship your world that is spiritual.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	O mother awaken the inner fires of my mind and heart.
	Let not the darkness assert.
	The whole cosmos worships and consecrates your divine energy.
	On a deeper level O mother provide me the synergy.
	You are the power behind the cosmic light.
	You are the energy behind every sight.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	Help me experience everything in its full effulgence.
	My whole world demands your full indulgence.
	Let your benevolence guide me through everything.
	Positive and negative life’s experiences you bring.
	Let not darkness and negativity permeate my being.
	Let your cosmic light consume my being.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	You are the life of my soul.
	Your sacred grace makes me whole.
	With you let me become one.
	Let me participate in the cosmic fun.
	O mother show me limitations of the finite.
	It is your power that attracts me to the infinite.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	You draw out of me what is deepest and primal in my nature.
	Only you can invoke my soul’s divine nature.
	Help me consume all my life’s experiences.
	Guide me through all my positive and negative experiences.
	Your flow of grace is more primal than the flow of my blood.
	O mother you’re the source of my cosmic blood.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	Teach me the worship of my inner self.
	You are the source of all power and pelf.
	Help me gather a deeper awareness of your cosmos.
	From my soul remove all the dross.
	Your sacred delightful moon I can see in the clouds.
	In the while cosmos your mystery shrouds.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	You are the mystic sun lotus in heaven.
	From my heart let the darkness be shaven.
	You are the fire that burns on the sacred mountains.
	Let my soul drink from your pure fountains.
	O mother you are the ruler of all.
	Let me enter your kingdom before the darkness can fall.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	/In your face I can see the deep brilliance of crimson red.
	In the whole cosmos your grace has spread.
	You are the red that permeates the depth of the mystic ruby.
	In the redness of the cherry is hidden your glory.
	You are the redness of the nature wine.
	Witch your redness let my lips shine.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	You are the energy that shines through the blood red flowers.
	Let my soul bathe in your mystic showers.
	Reveal in my soul your secret knowledge.
	Your grace every creature shall acknowledge.
	You are the centre of all love and passion.
	You carry the ardour and vitality of my emotion.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	Let your mysticism flow in my blood.
	You provide the vigour and furiosity of the mystic flood.
	For you I wait in the early hours of the cloudy morning.
	Your secret powers my soul will be adorning.
	I can hear the hushed clear whisper from your secret world.
	Let your flag of divinity be unfurled.
	Let me trust the whispering of my own heart! O mother of the great mind!
	My Soul is Illuminated by Your Thousand Lightning Flashes! O Illuminator!
	/My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	You abound in the space where time and place are not confined.
	Your ultimate reality can never be defined.
	The deeper secrets of your mystical space shall soon be revealed.
	The darkness of this world can no more be concealed.
	All your mystical codes my soul shall unravel.
	To your esoteric world my soul shall travel.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	The ancient mountain tress stand resplendent with your divine energy.
	The deep blue green branches of the ancient trees spread your divine synergy.
	Under the shadows of your ancient mountains you shield my soul.
	The garlands of your beautiful forest flowers makes me whole.
	With your mystic light you remove the darkness of the mountain forest.
	Your brooding presence pervades the ancient forest.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	Of the dark blue mountains you are the supreme dweller.
	The deep golden skies reflect your unbounded majestic power.
	Your surrounding energies around my soul stirs up a dramatic play.
	Withdrawing deep into silence I have nothing to say.
	O mother shut me off from all the worldly existence.
	To your grace let my soul not offer any resistance.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	The cruel darkness of this world sends a shiver down my spine.
	In the darkness of my groove let your light shine.
	In your royal garb and jewellery dress my soul.
	Let your ritual bathing make me whole.
	A feeling of restlessness shall no more pervade my being.
	Your divine image in your sanctum sanctorum for eternity I have been seeing.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	The shy demeanour of a youthful bride in your face I have seen.
	To your mystic world my soul has been.
	Your eyes hold the sensuality of untold bliss.
	With grand delight your face I shall kiss.
	Your soft beneficence this whole cosmos has witnessed.
	O most ancient one! To you every creature has addressed.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	On your divine shore shall anchor my mortal ship.
	You are the most worthy of my worship.
	You are the ancient one who precedes everything.
	Sensuality of untold experiences your grace shall bring.
	The attention of the whole cosmos is directed to your sweetness.
	With your powerful chants you lend my soul its greatness.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	My soul has been lost in the throes of your beautiful gentleness.
	This dark world I shall face with boldness.
	Of your divine reality my soul is reassured.
	To the evil darkness my soul shall no more be lured.
	Your gentle sweet energy permeates the vibrations around my soul.
	It is your grace that shall reveal my cosmic goal.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	/The blowing of the conch shells has awakened my soul.
	The powerful chants that emanates from the heavens shall reveal my goal.
	The ringing of the ancient temple bells my soul has heard.
	In my dark world your light has silently spread.
	My soul bristles with the tempo of your divine energy.
	The ancient chants emanating from your abode shall provide me the required synergy.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul.
	Your powerful vibrations shall make me whole.
	The sheer magic of your heavens has unfolded before my eyes.
	Your ancient form I can see in the golden skies.
	In the wilderness of the dark night my soul shall no more roam.
	Amidst the mystic panorama of your ancient mountains lies my home.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	Away from your mystic beauty no creature can stay away.
	In your bright world every soul shall have its say.
	With the magnificence of a million stars my heart shall shine.
	Deep in the milky way my soul shall dine.
	Silently I have witnessed your fiery red star.
	With the world of darkness my soul shall go to war.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	The flow of all benevolence you carry in your being.
	Divine victory for eternity I have been seeing.
	Moments of sheer elation my soul has seen.
	To your oceanic waters of bliss my soul has been.
	O mother silently draw me into your cosmic dance.
	This cosmos unfolds the mysticism of your divine romance.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	Your endless horizons let my soul silently explore.
	By the darkness my soul shall be charmed no more.
	Your reverential calm shall silently pervade my being.
	The endless horizons of your mystic world for eternity I have been seeing.
	In the deep vortex of your oceanic waters I offer my soul.
	Let your lightening force brighten my goal.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	Your oceanic waters shall silently bathe my soul.
	Your lightening force shall make me whole.
	The various hues and colours of your mystic ocean I have seen.
	To your tempestuous mystic world my soul has been.
	Your lighting force shall motivate and arouse my being.
	Your pure magical revelations for eternity I have been seeing.
	My soul is illuminated by your thousand lightning flashes! O Illuminator!
	The Blue Flame of Every Heart Only You Can Ignite! O Conqueror!
	/The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	Under the shroud of dark clouds I will no more disappear.
	With the arrival of your divine force I will loose all my fear.
	To the ceremonious evening the doors of my heart shall open.
	The beautiful form of my soul shall finally reopen.
	My soul has been scripted by the passions of your ancient world.
	In the world of darkness I will no more be hurled.
	The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	Your benign shades of gentle love finally shall come alive.
	This world of darkness I shall survive.
	Etched in the hues of darkness your face I have seen.
	Captivated in your awesome surroundings my soul has been.
	At your lotus feet I seek your blessings and grace.
	Bathed in the glory of your sacred light is my face.
	The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	Your temples bells for eternity my soul has been calling.
	Your sacred bell for eternity in my inner ear has been ringing.
	My soul has finally been summoned by your sacred world.
	In the ocean of your light my soul has been hurled.
	Your sacred cosmic sound has engaged all my senses.
	Finally I shall discard all my pretences.
	The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	My intuitive voice finally I have regained.
	Your glory of light my soul has retained.
	The reverberating sounds of your cosmic thunder every creature has witnessed.
	The darkness of every heart finally has been addressed.
	The thunder and ensuing raindrops shower forth your divine grace.
	The ancient temple bells for eternity has chimed forth your praise.
	The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	The silence of the blue mountains whisper the mysticism of your kingdom.
	With your eternal blessing let me enter your fiefdom.
	To the whole world you are the only grace.
	The ancient bells gladly chime your praise.
	The sacred dawn shall herald your eternal blessings in my life.
	Bathed in your glory of light my soul will loose all the darkness and strife.
	The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	Let your flame of pure consciousness pervade my entire body and mind.
	The power of ignorance has made my soul blind.
	The smoke of ignorance has clouded my deeper perception.
	The force of your pure consciousness works in all the worlds without exception.
	It is your pure consciousness that has been shaping and shading all my experiences.
	With the help of your light my soul shall discard all its pretences.
	The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	You kindle my heart like the flame of a fire.
	Let your pure consciousness be the base of all my desire.
	To me the nature of this world remains unclear.
	The real truth of this world is masked by pervasive smoke and fear.
	The illusory smokescreen of ignorance only you can remove.
	The motion of my cycle of birth and death only you can approve.
	Illusion and delusion have ensnared my soul into the web of worldly existence.
	Only your light can remove all the darkness and resistance.
	The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	Beyond the experiences of joy and sorrow let my soul travel.
	The depth of your mystic world let me unravel.
	As a higher grace let your innate wisdom be bestowed upon my consciousness.
	Your divine grace is the source of all my joyousness.
	Unperturbed behind the smokescreen of delusion is my innate wisdom.
	The darkness shall no more veil the higher perception of universal truth and freedom.
	The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	/The subtle impressions of my past actions remain in my consciousness.
	Let my soul’s path of transmigration be determined by your pure consciousness.
	The desire and the need for embodied existence no more my soul shall hold.
	The break the barrier of darkness your light shall make me bold.
	My false ego shall no more blind me to my greater reality.
	The taste of your immortal joy shall enhance my soul’s personality.
	The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	The earthly pleasures of my carnal cravings for long I have explored.
	Death and darkness for long my soul has explored.
	You will give me the secret to transverse the cloud of smoke.
	The perception of higher truth and ultimate reality in my soul you will revoke.
	Your pure consciousness is the mystical force that pervades the entire universe.
	With the highest power of divinity silently my soul will converse.
	The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	To understand ignorance give me your cosmic power.
	Your higher grace on every creature shall shower.
	Let the go of my separate self no more arise.
	Let the darkness no more take my soul with surprise.
	The subtle impressions of my experiences has pervaded my being.
	Deep seated conditioning and motivation my soul has been seeing.
	The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	For my worldly realization and aspirations for long I have waited.
	The residual traces of past consciousness in my mind is deep seated.
	The collective aspect of past experiences has strongly gripped my soul.
	Let the desire for love, fame and power no more be my goal.
	Let the enter senses not influence my mind.
	Let deep seated conditioning and motivation not make me blind.
	The blue flame of every heart only you can ignite! O Conqueror!
	The Silence of the Blue Mountain Whispers the Mysticism of Your Kingdom! O Protector of the Hills!
	/The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	The path for a higher realization of the self only you can show.
	With your higher grace let my soul glow.
	Only your divine energy can manifest the fire of my life.
	It is only your grace that can end all the darkness and strife.
	Let the smoke of darkness no more envelop my mind.
	Your mystic world I shall soon find.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	The smoke of illusion and delusion shall no more cover my soul.
	The worldly cravings of my carnal nature shall no more determine my goal.
	All your divine forces let me internalize within.
	Let me travel beyond this world of darkness and sin.
	The grace of every higher force and energy my heart shall absorb.
	All the psychic and mystic energies my soul shall absorb.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	Let me open up and reach into the depth of your mystic world.
	Let my being vibrate with your holy cosmic world.
	Let me not narrow down to any particular faith and belief.
	Only the beatitude and blessings of your universal power can provide me the relief.
	Into the powerful vortex of your divine mysteries my soul you have submerged.
	Out of the immense darkness my being has emerged.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	Your mystic power shall annihilate all my thoughts and illusions.
	Your grace shall pave the way for my heart’s palpitations.
	The haze of your sweet smoke has covered my mind.
	In the powerful vortex of your dark mystery my soul I find.
	Accept my humble offerings into your sacred fire.
	In your sacred fire I shall burn all my desire.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	The way for a continual joy only you can show.
	In your sacred fire my soul will glow.
	To the very heart of creation I will reach.
	All the boundaries of darkness my soul shall breach.
	In your divine currents I will flow beyond the human realm.
	All my dark forces your light shall overwhelm.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	My consciousness I will rest in your formless being.
	To the forces of mystic nature I shall open my being.
	The direction of your higher spiritual path I have chosen to seek.
	Victory you will provide to all the souls that are meek.
	To the whole cosmos you are the bestower of liberation.
	In the darkness my soul will no more suffer in hibernation.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	From all world craving and clinging my soul you will release.
	Your divine consciousness in every soul you will release.
	Let your grace dominate all my physical and psychic experiences.
	The descent of your driven energy every soul experiences.
	Through unity with your divine consciousness highest liberation I will achieve.
	Release and deliverance from darkness I will achieve.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	/The true nature of my pure consciousness I have understood.
	My innate consciousness finally I have perceived and the darkness withstood.
	Remove the veil from my mind and ego.
	To the world of your pure consciousness let me go.
	My true nature let me understand beyond all name, form thought and action.
	Remove the veil of my mind and ego so that I can see the divine reaction.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	From outer objects my mind and senses let me internalize.
	My true nature let me realize.
	Let the divine transformation occur in my mind.
	My ultimate goal let me find.
	There is a magical flow of grace between you and my soul.
	Your manifestation I can see in the form of the universe as a whole.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	Above this mundane existence let my soul rise.
	Between the real and the unreal let me not be caught with surprise.
	With intense awareness let me experience this life.
	Let the highs and lows no more colour my life.
	By my intense awareness an inner intelligence has been created.
	Let me ascend to the pinnacles of true joy and beatitude so that my soul is satiated.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	Through your supreme grace I can ascend to the pinnacles of existence.
	The dark world will no more show any resistance.
	You are beyond all pain and suffering.
	Trials and tribulations of my manifest existence for long I have been suffering.
	Beyond the realms of sorrow lies your kingdom.
	True joy and beauty I shall experience in your fiefdom.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	The attachment to the physical body and worldly experiences is the cause of all distress.
	My web of birth and death only your grace can address.
	It is ego that overshadows all my joy and sorrow.
	The darkness of this world I shall no more borrow.
	From the cycle of birth and death my soul you will free.
	Destruction of the delusion of my mind and ego I will see.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	My soul will wade through the ocean of sorrow.
	Your blessings every creature will borrow.
	My way I will find through your divine blessings.
	You will destroy and annihilate all my sorrow through your divine blessings.
	The infinite secrets of the cosmic realities before my soul will open.
	My intuitive insight into your mystical workings will reopen.
	The silence of the blue mountain whispers the mysticism of your kingdom! O protector of the hills!
	Out of Your Ocean of Primordial Vibrations Arises the Universe! O Mother of the Three Worlds!
	/Out of your ocean of primordial vibrations arises the universe! O mother of the three worlds!
	All my words, thoughts and breath shall be absorbed and soaked in your primordial sound.
	The effect of the vibrations of your cosmic space on my soul is profound.
	My personal experiences in time and space is controlled by your grace.
	From my spiritual heart all the darkness only you can erase.
	You are the point of awareness that upholds and sustains all energies.
	In the whole divine firmament you provide all the synergies.
	Out of your ocean of primordial vibrations arises the universe! O mother of the three worlds!
	It is your light that creates the thunder of cosmic vibration.
	Let my soul flow freely with your cosmic vibration.
	From you originated the first creative pulsation.
	All creative sound and light is your manifestation.
	Take me back to the point of awareness so that I reach my deepest self.
	Beyond the world of duality let me carry myself.
	Out of your ocean of primordial vibrations arises the universe! O mother of the three worlds!
	This whole universe is a vertex whirling around your skill central point.
	With your grace and mercy my soul you shall anoint.
	The secret of your meditative state let my soul witness.
	My dark world let your light address.
	Undistributed and obstructed I will move through the darkness.
	Beyond the world of duality will emerge my awareness.
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	We can become god like by releasing within us the cosmic creativity.
	From the constrains of organized religions we can release our souls through creativity.
	We can remove the subtle shackles on our soul through creativity.
	Our souls can become volcano of energy and inspiration through creativity.
	The greatness of god is expressed through creativity! O mother of the abode of the universe!
	Our souls can seek new visions and new horizons through creativity.
	Our old and dilapidated world we can repair through creativity.
	The flashes of our genius is revealed through our creativity.
	We can be kind, just and generous towards all beings because of our creativity.
	The whole world of nature we can move through our creativity.
	Our constraints and various forms of our slavery we can remove through our creativity.
	The greatness of god is expressed through creativity! O mother of the abode of the universe!
	The radiance of the lotus flower is a symbol of creativity.
	The beautiful lotus flower emerges out of the mind because of its creativity.
	The road art of the mud of mortal existence emerges out of our creativity.
	The tranquility of our mind emerges out of our creativity.
	At the end of the well travelled road radiance emerges out of our creativity.
	The radiance of the universe emerges out of creativity.
	The greatness of god is expressed through creativity! O mother of the abode of the universe!
	Our soul is pregnant with energy and exploding with creativity.
	Both meditation and action is creativity.
	Continuous creation of the universe amidst dancing ecstasy is creativity.
	Supremely responsible to the whole universe is creativity.
	Peace on earth and in the cosmos is brought through creativity.
	Peace of our mind is bright through our creativity.
	The greatness of god is expressed through creativity! O mother of the abode of the universe!
	The self realization of the cosmos is through creativity.
	An integral part of the cosmic equation is creativity.
	Our appearance, destruction and recreation is because of the cosmic creativity.
	A single moment in the cosmos signifies thousands of years on earth of creativity.
	The divine constantly watches over the world to witness its creativity.
	Our life ascending is possible only through our creativity.
	The greatness of god is expressed through creativity! O mother of the abode of the universe!
	Our service and technology should not step out of the evolutionary matrix of creativity.
	In this cosmos by leaps and bounds has grown our creativity.
	A story of phenomenal success is the story of creativity.
	A vehicle of salvation for our soul is creativity.
	Prosperity, happiness and peace on earth is provided by creativity.
	The source of all sacred knowledge is creativity.
	The greatness of god is expressed through creativity! O mother of the abode of the universe!
	/Denuded, indifferent and sullied unsacred knowledge is creativity.
	A radical severance from all sacred knowledge is because of lack of our creativity.
	Our sacred knowledge is a part of the sacred light of creativity.
	Our knowledge became separate from the sacred because it was stripped if creativity.
	Our knowledge became profane, vulgar and destructive because it was stripped of creativity.
	From one project to another drifts the knowledge that lacks creativity.
	The greatness of god is expressed through creativity! O mother of the abode of the universe!
	From one nightmare to another drifts the knowledge the lacks creativity.
	Knowledge only gratifies one’s guest for power if it lacks creativity.
	Knowledge is used against humans and used carefully if it lacks creativity.
	From the constraints and controls of religion our souls are liberated through creativity.
	From the dogmas, unreasonableness and punishing authority of religions our souls are liberated by creativity.
	Science should not be knowledge stripped of all its spiritually and creativity.
	The greatness of god is expressed through creativity! O mother of the abode of the universe!
	Profane knowledge leads to a world stripped of creativity.
	Our sacred and the spiritual world we can access through our creativity.
	Our profound and mysterious world we can access through our creativity.
	Our world is impoverished, degraded and dwarfed if it lacks creativity.
	Our world is washed out of its intrinsic beauty if it lacks creativity.
	Our world is devoid of mystery if it lacks creativity.
	The greatness of god is expressed through creativity! O mother of the abode of the universe!
	We are unable to unable to comprehend the sacred if we lack creativity.
	A world of madness full of desecrated knowledge is the result of lack of creativity.
	Our knowledge is deprived of its values and vision if it lacks creativity.
	Intoxicated with power profane knowledge leads to the destruction of creativity.
	Our fractured and mutilated world is a consequence of our lack of creativity.
	Alienated and profane knowledge destroys everything that it touches in the world of creativity.
	Profane knowledge desecrates everything it touches in the world of creativity.
	The greatness of god is expressed through creativity! O mother of the abode of the universe!
	Pathological qualities in our mind is created because of lack of creativity.
	From insanity to sanctity our souls can move through creativity.
	From madness to sanctity our souls can move through creativity.
	The poisonous rationality of science we can remove in our mind through our creativity.
	Our souls are repositories of divine light and creativity.
	Deep down every soul is the beholder of the sacred light and creativity.
	The greatness of god is expressed through creativity! O mother of the abode of the universe!
	A special gift from the heavens is creativity.
	A form of sacred light is creativity.
	The mysteries of ancient knowledge is revealed through creativity.
	The foundation of our knowledge is based on creativity.
	Surrounded by the sacred aura is our soul’s creativity.
	Impregnated with cosmic meanings and significances is our creativity.
	The greatness of god is expressed through creativity! O mother of the abode of the universe!
	POPULAR QUOTES ON CREATIVITY
	The Powerful Chants Emanating From the Heavens Mesmerize My Soul! O Mother of Thought!
	/The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
	My darkness by your light has been addressed.
	Your magical revelations this cosmos has witnessed.
	Let my heart drown itself into the mystic wonders of your divine existence.
	O mother provide a complete clarity of my consciousness.
	With great ease let me move in your mystic world.
	In my soul let your flag of divinity be unfurled.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
	The emerald sapphire hues of the ocean waves carry your mystic energy.
	To my soul your light shall provide the divine synergy.
	Let me listen to the couch shells that whisper their secrets.
	After receiving your grace my soul shall no more have any regrets.
	O mother keep my soul rooted to the mother earth.
	Darkness in every soul only you can unearth.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
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	Let nature’s peace, purity and natural beauty provide me the inspiration.
	Carry me across the emeralds waters of your mystic ocean.
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	Through chanting and mediation let me communicate with your esoteric world.
	O mother unfold the mysticism of your magical world.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
	In the background sound of the lashing ocean waves let my soul go to deep sleep.
	Your heavenly blessings in my soul let me keep.
	The tall coconut palms and the green lush foliage beckon my soul.
	Amidst the sweet chanting let me reach my goal.
	This dark night is resplendent with your divine energy.
	This brilliance of your mystic light shall provide me the synergy.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
	Let the sounds of your mystic ocean waves drown out my mortal existence.
	To the darkness of this world let me show resistance.
	The silver light of the new moon shines on my soul.
	This immense darkness can no more hide my goal.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens shall transform the currents my being.
	The tempestuousness of your deep mystic sea for eternity I have been seeing.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
	The fiery waves of the ocean dance to the brilliance of the mystic moon light.
	My soul is awestruck by your heavenly sight.
	Let my consciousness not be drawn into the web of the illusory world.
	Into your deep mystic sea let my soul be hurled.
	Into the boundless space of your being let my soul be drawn.
	Darkness on my soul shall no more frown.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
	The power of your beauty and form the whole cosmos has seen.
	In the web of a illusory world every soul has been.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way.
	In the brilliance of your lightening my soul shall sway.
	O mother instill a sense of balance and serenity in my soul.
	O mother help me reach my cosmic goal.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
	/Calm stillness to my soul your grace shall provide.
	Into the boundless space of your being my soul shall hide.
	Your dance of lightening every creature has witnessed.
	My illusory world by your consciousness shall be addressed.
	Through the oceanic dance is displayed your immense divine power.
	Your blessings and mercy on every creature you shower.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
	Your mystic energy permeates every corner of my existence.
	Your deepest blue ocean I shall cross without any hesitance.
	Your divine space in my being let me consciously create.
	Let your mystic energy in my soul permeate.
	Let me listen to the sounds produced by the lashing ocean waves.
	Silently let me reside in your deep mystic caves.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
	Let the noise of this mortal world not drown out my spiritual existence.
	To darkness and evil let me show resistance.
	The prowling power of the tiger let in my heart reside.
	A brilliant world to my soul you shall provide.
	Sweet chanting of every soul shall be heard at your lotus feet.
	In your sweet presence every soul shall meet.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
	O mother with my soul share all your thoughts and vision.
	Your mystic world I can enter through chanting and mediations.
	Let my ship anchor in the shoreline that abounds with your grace.
	It is your mysticism that brightens my face.
	The blue contours of your ocean my boat shall cross.
	The darkness of this world can no more bring any loss.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
	Let my home be permeated with the aura of intense mysticism.
	Let me rise above self-praise and narcissism.
	In the blood red roses I have discovered the pulsating throb of your reverberating energy.
	In your abode cradle between the ancient mountains I have found the divine synergy.
	O mother pave the way for my soul’s offering at your lotus feet.
	At the confluence of the two mystic rivers with you my soul shall meet.
	The powerful chants emanating from the heavens mesmerize my soul! O mother of thought!
	Through the Mystic Haze My Soul Shall Find its Way! O Mother of All Devotees!
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	With your awesome power let my soul not be intimidated.
	With the darkness let me not be frustrated.
	O mother deepen my awareness of your mystic forces.
	Help me gather all my spiritual resources.
	Give me an intuitive vision of your magnificent self.
	Let me understand the attributes nature of your divine self.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	/For me you have set in motion your divine plans and sealed my fate.
	Let my soul start with a clean slate.
	In you my darkness shall find its nemesis.
	For my life’s joyousness your grace is the only basis.
	With your benign presence gently awaken my soul.
	With a deeper cognizance of my surroundings let me hunt for my goal.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	Your vibrancy and playfulness this whole cosmos loves.
	Your breath of fire my soul loves.
	The ancient mountains are gently enveloped in a haze of sacred mist.
	My name is inscribed in your sacred list.
	Through the dark fir trees I can hear your whisper.
	With your vibrancy and playfulness my soul shall prosper.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	Let the smokescreen of this mortal world not obscure all that is known.
	For long the smoky mist has blown.
	Depths of the unknown you reveal to my soul.
	With your help to take on this entire universe is my only goal.
	Let me enjoy the cosmic silence that pervades all around.
	Let the effect of your grace on my soul be profound.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	Let the beats of my heart fade into the stillness of your cosmic silence.
	Let me be steady in all my trials and tribulations and help me overcome all the violence.
	Let my soul sustain the burning of your cosmic fire.
	To travel into the depths of the unknown is my soul’s desire.
	There is a deep hidden cosmic fire that burns in every soul.
	To achieve your profound and divine wisdom is every soul’s goal.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	Life’s joyousness let me silently celebrate.
	With your bright world let my soul relate.
	O mother you are the seed of every form.
	With your light my dark world can reform.
	You can paralyse the darkness of my soul with your light.
	Let the blood red brilliance of your face fill my mortal sight.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	Let your divine energy reverberate through all the channels of my being.
	Your mystic world for eternity I have been seeing.
	Let your grace deeply flush my soul.
	O mother help me reach my cosmic goal.
	Your powerful energies my soul has silently captured.
	By your powerful blow my dark world has been raptured.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	/The quick flash of your lightening force this whole cosmos has witnessed.
	By your light all my darkness has been addressed.
	Before me only you can unfold the divine reality.
	Only you can take me to the land of eternity.
	O mother through my being unfold your mystic wonderers.
	Before your might this whole cosmos surrenders.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	The warmth of your life force flows through every channel of my being.
	Your realms of illusion for long I have been seeing.
	The taints of your cosmic blood is smeared on my soul.
	The darkness of this world can no more hide my goal.
	Let every creature bask in your cosmic glory.
	Every soul shall be told your immortal story.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	Your divine cosmic energy permeates the earth under my feet.
	Every soul shall taste your divine love that is sweet.
	Let my soul dive into the whirlpool of your sublime power.
	Let your pure consciousness every soul empower.
	O mother create the energy that can guide my soul.
	Through the inner process of transformation let me reach my goal.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	Let me reach the moment of spontaneous and total absorption.
	O mother help me recover my divine concentration.
	Before your mighty force this whole cosmos has surrendered.
	The grace of your transcendent beneficence to every soul has been rendered.
	I place my head at your lotus feet.
	In my heart let the whole cosmos meet.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	Let your cosmic energy pierce through third eye.
	Let my soul roam in your golden sky.
	Your gentle tremulous vibration I can feel in my being.
	Your deep energies for eternity I have been seeing.
	The sacred tears of divine celebration shall fall on my cheek.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	O mother I have seen the fire in your eye.
	With your deep energy resonates the golden sky.
	This whole cosmos looks up at your beautiful face.
	Every creature has witnessed the soft expression of your divine grace.
	The beautiful hues of your infinite space and eternity my soul has seen.
	In a meditative state of celebration my soul has been.
	Through the mystic haze my soul shall find its way! O mother of all devotees!
	Your Grace Shall Fill Every Soul That Is Meek! O Mother of Grace!
	/Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	Let my heart catch the strains of your cosmic delight.
	My soul has caught the splashes of your golden sight.
	The realms of illusion my soul shall cross.
	The darkness can no more cause any loss.
	O mother accept all my sacrificial offering.
	Put an end to all my suffering.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	O mother you have the spiritual capacities that can work all the wonders.
	Before your light it is the darkness that surrenders.
	The transcendent and inactive nature of your pure being the whole cosmos has seen.
	The origin of all the life force of every creature you have been.
	Bliss and immortality we shall get through the gateway of death.
	Every creature shall realize the fleeting nature of its breath.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	My lower passions and desires in your sacred fire I sacrifice.
	To voluntarily carry the darkness my soul has paid the price.
	You have sacrificed your eternal nature to become this temporal world.
	In this world of certainty your bright flag of divinity you have unfurled.
	My ego head I surrender as an act of sacrifice.
	For carrying the darkness I am ready to pay the price.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	Momentary are all the experiences of this mortal world.
	You are the universal life force of the sacred world.
	The fleeting nature of my ephemeral life I have understood.
	The immense darkness of this world my soul has withstood.
	Thrust for life in my soul runs deep.
	Flow of your grace in my soul I shall constantly strive to keep.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	Higher consciousness and profound awareness shall permeate my soul.
	To fathom the depth of your cosmic energy is my goal.
	Help me travel through my deeper urges and understand its spiritual significance.
	With full profound awareness let me witness your magnificence.
	In the honor of your eminence my soul I sacrifice.
	Your universal awareness I claim as a prize.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	Activate all the creative and spiritual forces within my being.
	Let your grace flow through my entire being.
	Your offering of grace no creature shall refuse.
	This world of darkness only you can diffuse.
	O mother! You are the blood of my life.
	Remove all the darkness and strife.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	You are the blood of light and the divine.
	In your grace every creature shall shine.
	For my spiritual growth grant all the astral treasures.
	In the revival of my soul O mother take all the measures.
	In my turbulent life only you can bring the divine blessing.
	The darkness of every soul your grace shall be addressing.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	/O mother whisper your tender worlds in my inner ear.
	Only you can completely calm my animal fear.
	Strains of compassion flows through your sacred word.
	A higher calling I have received from your esoteric world.
	Every soul shall walk back to your sacrificial alter.
	In the darkness you will not let any soul falter.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	For you without a whisper I shall shed my blood.
	My soul shall drown in your cosmic flood.
	To you this whole world is an offering.
	Your benevolence shall remove every creature’s suffering.
	Let me experience the sweetness of your mystic world.
	Only you can energize my entire world.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	In the darkness my equilibrium only you can restore.
	Your world of light let me explore.
	Let your mystic light break my skull.
	Let me not be bounded with a world that is dull.
	Your awesome pervasive force reverberates through my being.
	Your nature’s abundance for eternity I have been seeing.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	O mother guard the entrance of my soul.
	Help me reach my cosmic goal.
	The rocks and the flowing waters reverberate with your cosmic energy.
	Help me understand nature’s abundance and all its synergy.
	You are the primordial supreme force behind every creation.
	You are the will behind every preservation and destruction.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	My outer and inner perceptions only you can transform.
	My dark world only you can reform.
	Of my inner world you are the dominant and primary reality.
	Grant me the vitality, might and power of your personality.
	Through your silent presence enlighten my soul.
	With your divine beneficence I shall reach my goal.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	Before you I stand still without uttering a single word.
	With the help of your grace I shall carry your sword.
	The flow of your beauty and divine grace I have witnessed.
	All my challenges, encounters and opportunities your light has addressed.
	All through my birth and death flows your all pervasive grace.
	The darkness from my soul only you can erase.
	Your grace shall fill every soul that is meek! O mother of grace!
	In Exchange For Poison Your Divine Nectar I Have Received! O Nectar of Honey!
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	Let me reach into the unfathomable depths of body, mind and soul.
	Perfect unison and harmony with the divine is my goal.
	Let the dance of my soul be spontaneous and unpremeditated.
	Only on seeing your cosmic dance my soul shall be satiated.
	Let there be unison and harmony between the dancer and the dance.
	Let my soul witness your cosmic romance.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	/The autumnal leaves rustling to the earth have heard your call.
	The subtle hues of your mystic rainbow my soul can recall.
	The morning dew drops glisten with your light and grace.
	The darkness from every soul only you can erase.
	The sounds of divine thunder and lightning my soul has heard.
	Your original primordial sound my soul has heard.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	The drama unfolding in the heavens my soul has seen.
	Your twilight zones in a tempestuous canvas of colour my soul has seen.
	My soul shall bask in the luminescence of your mystic moonlight.
	The interplay of your infinite energy and consciousness shall surpass all my mortal sight.
	The uninhibited wild union of my soul with your cosmos has shattered my world apart.
	It is time for the darkness in my soul to depart.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	Divine is the passion of your cosmic dance.
	Limitless and infinite is your cosmic romance.
	Let my soul pick up the strains of your divine rhythmic beat.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat.
	Fully in tandem let me dance in tune with your cosmic energy.
	Let your infinite energy and consciousness provide my soul the required synergy.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	Every creature has been seduced into your trance like ethereal vibrations.
	Your cosmic drum beat has enhanced my heart’s palpitations.
	To subtler vibration all levels elevate my soul.
	To allow timelessness to overshadow my being is my goal.
	All boundaries of consciousness my soul shall cross.
	The darkness can no more cause any loss.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	Only you can help in the realization of the divine force within.
	My spirit of love shall awaken my soul within.
	The fruit of ultimate ecstasy my soul shall taste.
	The cosmic energy of my soul shall not go to waste.
	This body I shall make a perfect temple for inner worship.
	Within me all the solar and lunar energies I shall worship.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	With my deeper inner self through my body I shall commune.
	To the forces of darkness my soul will become immune.
	Into your temple my entire world I shall convert.
	With your cosmic energy my soul shall flirt.
	To higher levels let my soul evolve.
	Around your cosmic centre let my soul revolve.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	Let my divine qualities not remain hidden and inactive.
	Let your ancient energy in my soul be active.
	The knowledge of your divine symbolism my soul has gained.
	Your spiritual powers my soul has attained.
	In every heart resides your cosmic power.
	Every soul will be bathed in your cosmic shower.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	/My true nature let me separate from my thoughts and ego perceptions.
	To unfold the inner truth let me overcome my mortal perceptions.
	Into my subtle body I shall absorb all your cosmic energy.
	To my mind and thought provide the divine synergy.
	Your grace can weave together all my inner and outer realities.
	Channelize my deeper energies so that I can understand the divine realities.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	In your sacred space let my soul reside.
	A beautiful space in your cosmos to every creature you shall provide.
	Let my soul breathe your cosmic air and light.
	Divinely captive and all pervasive is your immortal sight.
	Your various forms of delight my soul has tasted.
	In your sacred space for eternity my soul has rested.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	In my sacred space let your spirit rise.
	Your power to create very soul shall surprise.
	To the earth, womb and the quiet mind you give the power to create.
	Only with your grace every creature can procreate.
	Any effort to manipulate and control shall dissipate my cosmic energy.
	Let your pure consciousness provide my soul the required synergy.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	With the all-pervasive reality let my soul identify.
	The intense darkness let my soul defy.
	The play of your cosmic space, fire and light let my soul witness.
	The exuberance of my soul let your grace address.
	The vibrations of my sacred space is nourishes by your being.
	A feeling of absorption and complete identification my soul has been seeing.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	The vibrations of the sacred space of my heart only you can nourish.
	Let intense devotional love in my heart flourish.
	Let my sacred heart become the playground for my experiences with the higher powers.
	My passionate prayers and obeisance I pay to your higher powers.
	Your very deep vibrational forces have reached my world.
	My soul shall take in the energy of your cosmic world.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	Help me discover my real inner quiet and peace.
	Entering into your mystic time and space my soul will be at ease.
	Let me remove myself from all external factors of time and space.
	Let me worship and deeply invoke your grace.
	My own sacred space I have created.
	By the ravages of this world I will be cocooned and protected.
	In exchange for poison your divine nectar I have received! O nectar of honey!
	In Your Cosmic Womb I Have Heard the Divine Drum Beat! O Mother of the Musical Instrument!
	/In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	Your divine mystic eyes have pierced my inner soul.
	Only you can gather the treasures for my soul.
	Your piercing gaze has followed me from every conceivable angle.
	Your soft compassionate calm look has comforted me from every angle.
	The cosmic light that emanates from you pervades my every moment.
	Safety and happiness prevails around me for every moment.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	The outer persistent forces of anguish can no more trouble my soul.
	To be lost in the depths of your divine passion is my goal.
	Divine is the moment of my meditative bliss.
	Let my soul submerge in the moment of your sublime bliss.
	The myriad hues of life with pain, passion and deep anguish I have witnessed.
	A divine zest for living life I have witnessed.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	There is only one reality behind your many faces and personalities.
	You are the one formless godhead behind all the cosmic dualities.
	In your great cosmic drama you have given me a specific role.
	You have awakened the inner divinity of my soul.
	For all varied paths you are the final goal.
	Faith and belief in your grace is the core of my soul.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	Of the entire universe you have made me a living replica.
	Of the whole microcosm I am a living replica.
	All your divine personifications are a creation of my soul.
	Every cell of my body contains your universe as a whole.
	Everything on this mother earthy vibrates with a cosmic life force.
	The collective form of your universal energy is my soul’s only resource.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	For calm and peace I have retreated into your world.
	Finally I have received the peaceful and potent vibrations of your world.
	A psychic field of grace for me you have created.
	Sacred and potent vibrations for me you have created.
	The experience of being centered in myself you have given.
	Divine awareness and knowledge you have given.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	It is your divine power that resides in every soul.
	To deepen my connection to your mystic world is my goal.
	With my inner divine reality let me connect to my eternal world.
	On the wings of fiery passion let me soar into the wilderness of your cosmic world.
	Open my heart so that joy and tumultuousness I can experience.
	Reality of suffering and pain I shall no more experience.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	For you every rule in the book I have broken.
	It is your grace through which my faith shall deepen.
	You have never put any strictures or conditions in my way.
	Open my heart so that in the cosmic wind it can sway.
	From your cosmic world I have always sought guidance.
	For deepening my connections with you I have always sought guidance.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	/Through the grind of your divine fests you have put my soul.
	To search you in the wilderness of this universe is my goal.
	Your endless divine manifestations my soul has witnessed.
	By your grace my darkness has been addressed.
	In the meadows of heaven my soul waits to absorb your vibrational energy.
	Your sacred eternal flame within my heart provides me all the synergy.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	Transcending all bodily limitations unbounding deep serenity I shall find.
	Surrendering myself at a your lotus feet unbounded peace I shall find.
	The healing balm of the earth’s vibrations you have applied on my soul.
	Your grace has bared the depth of my soul.
	In the sacred waters of your mystic river silently my soul shall take its bath.
	The brightness of your mystic light shall show me the path.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	Your timeless creation is reflected in my soul.
	To reach your divine dwelling is my goal.
	My offerings I make to mother earth in deep gratitude.
	Mother nature I shall preserve and maintain its sanctitued.
	Understanding the depths of your grace lends meaning to my grace.
	Darkness from my soul only you can erase.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	For you I kindle my soul in fire, earth, air, ether and water.
	In this non-human world my soul shall no more falter.
	The inner fire of my soul I offer to your universal fire.
	In your sacred fire I shall burn all my negative forces and mortal desires.
	The positive forces within me by your grace shall be ignited.
	My dark world by your light shall be illuminated.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	The fire within each soul only you can awaken.
	By the negative forces my soul can no more be shaken.
	In the transformative force of your sacred fire my whole mortal world shall be burned.
	In your powerful sacred fire all my weakness shall be burned.
	Let your sacred fire consume all my anger, hatred and far.
	To your divine world of peace and prosperity let me be near.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	At your sacred light I gaze to develop the inner light of my heart.
	The darkness in my soul can no more assert.
	Let your sacred sight nurture my inner faculties of perception and imagination.
	The cosmic beauty that you have created is beyond imagination.
	The beauty of the trees and their blossoms let me behold.
	The beauty of the wild grasses and majestically flowing rivers let me behold.
	In your cosmic womb I have heard the divine drum beat! O mother of the musical instrument!
	Inexhaustible is the Energy of the Wild Force of Transcendence! O Eternal Bliss!
	/Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	One of the cosmic forces shaping the destiny of the world is transcendence.
	The relentless drive of evolution to always go forward is because of the force of transcendence.
	The destiny of the world is shaped by the forces of transcendence.
	The relentless thirst of our individual life to go forward is because of the force of transcendence.
	A part of the nature’s evolution and the cosmos itself is transcendence.
	A part of the same cosmic team is creativity, evolution and transcendence.
	Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	Life in the cosmos has been driven forward and upward through transcendence.
	We have been driven to make something of ourselves far beyond what we were before through transcendence.
	Our life is made much larger and beyond comfort and material satisfaction through transcendence.
	We strive to go continuously beyond all previous accomplishment through transcendence.
	We strive to fly past all previous stations through transcendence.
	Something inexorable is felt in all human beings because of transcendence.
	Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	Our souls grope for something larger because of transcendence.
	Our souls long for wider horizons because of transcendence.
	Our souls have heard the larger call of the force of transcendence.
	All previous horizons and accomplishments we try to surpass through the force of transcendence.
	Our souls are compelled to go beyond and beyond by the force of transcendence.
	Our souls destiny is determined by the force of transcendence.
	Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	The divine spark we feel in our soul because of the force of transcendence.
	In the evolving and unfolding universe supreme is the importance of the force of transcendence.
	The universe can hardly move without the force of transcendence.
	The universe does not go backward and disintegrate all together because of the force of transcendence.
	The force that underlines all other forces is the force of transcendence.
	All is clear and coherent when we accept the force of transcendence.
	Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	All forms of being and life move forward because of the force of transcendence.
	Life evolves higher forms of consciousness because of the force of transcendence.
	Our souls try valiantly to go beyond because of the force of transcendence.
	Our whole process of existence is guided by the force of transcendence.
	Our souls are driven by the divine spark to go beyond through the force of transcendence.
	All forms of life are engaged in the sacred dance to surpass their limitations because of the force of transcendence.
	Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	The cosmic dust transformed into galaxies because of the force of transcendence.
	The first molecules of life was formed from the cosmic dust because the force of transcendence.
	The cosmos has chosen to unfold because of the force of transcendence.
	The subtle balance in the compositions of matter, space and destiny is maintained by the force of transcendence.
	The propelling force for the whole cosmos is the force of transcendence.
	The sacred dance within the life forms is the force of transcendence.
	Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	/The awareness amongst the humans to move forward is the force of transcendence.
	The divine spark amongst the artists is the force of transcendence.
	A living force in the cosmos is the force of transcendence.
	The universe has been driven through eons of time by the force of transcendence.
	All the manifest universe is driven by the force of transcendence.
	Our own life in the universe is driven by the force of transcendence.
	Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	All visible phenomenon of the cosmos is guided by the force of transcendence.
	The deeper underlying current in all life and forms is the force of transcendence.
	Invisible but universally present is the force of transcendence.
	Devotion is possible only because of the force of transcendence.
	Devotion and disintegration of the universe has not taken place because of the force of transcendence.
	Life has broken through all its limitations because of the force of transcendence.
	Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	Life has flourished is ever new forms because of the force of transcendence.
	Creativity tames the force of transcendence.
	Creativity organizes into distinctive forms and patterns the bursts of transcendence.
	The successive dramas of the universe is played through the force of transcendence.
	Creativity moulds and forms the energy of transcendence.
	All the structures of performance, beauty and understanding is formed by the force of transcendence.
	Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	All the structures of coherence is this cosmos is formed by the force of transcendence.
	Mutually interdependent amongst themselves are the three realms of evolutions, creativity and transcendence.
	The stupendous unfolding of the whole cosmos is clue to the force of transcendence.
	Dynamic, evolutionary and creative is the force of transcendence.
	A subtle and profound thing is the force of transcendence.
	The entire idiom of our understanding is changed by the force of transcendence.
	Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	A process of ascension from earthly realm to heaven is transcendence.
	A process of spiritual purification is the force of transcendence.
	A truly cosmic process is transcendence.
	An unending cosmic drama is transcendence.
	The self realiation of the cosmos is through transcendence.
	The rhythm of the universe is controlled by the force of transcendence.
	Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	The spasms of becoming is the force of transcendence.
	A holy process is the process of transcendence.
	Magical and amazing is the process of transcendence.
	Everything is embraced by the rhythm of transcendence.
	Religion is a part of the rhythm of transcendence.
	Religion has tried to monopolize the process of transcendence.
	Inexhaustible is the energy of the wild force of transcendence! O eternal bliss!
	In A Flower Bedecked Palanquin Carry My Soul Into Your Heavenly World! O Mother of Wisdom!
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	With incense and food to you fire offering I make.
	Singing the hymens of your praise my soul shall shake.
	A metaphysical transformation has unfolded before me.
	Your powerful vibrations has unfolded before me.
	To you I pay obeisance and make offerings of incense, flowers and sweet.
	In the sea of eternity let every soul meet.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	/Sur angelic frame of heavenly beauty has pierced my soul.
	To see the intense colours of your divine manifestations is my goal.
	To the heavens I raise my gaze.
	Your large intensely doe live eyes shall my soul amaze.
	Through this dark world I shall wave my way.
	From your majestic being I shall not take my glance away.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	Your majestic form has left me in a mesmerized state.
	To your powerful vibrations let my soul relate.
	In this dark world I search you out but in vain.
	Rescue my heart that is in anguish and pain.
	On seeing you my eyes have welled up in tears.
	Your benevolence has driven away all my fears.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	You have disappeared from my mortal eyes before I could react.
	Come down from the heavens so that I can interact.
	I have drunk your nectar and become immortal.
	I have seen your light and the world that is immortal.
	The powers of illusion can no more affect my soul.
	To attain the immortal bliss is my only goal.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	The mortals of darkness can no more harm my soul.
	To attain the light of pure knowledge is my soul’s goal.
	Dispel the darkness of my ignorance.
	My eyes are blinded by your scintillating divine radiance.
	Immortal bliss I have got in your heavy dream like presence.
	My eyes have turned to your scintillating radiance.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	In form of liberation you bestow your blessings.
	In my every breath shall penetrate your blessings.
	In the gentle strains of your tremulous vibrations I have experienced to holy joy.
	In the quiet sublimity of your divine grace my soul shall enjoy.
	Your divine secret I shall keep close to my heart.
	My moment of passionate surrender shall soon start.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	Time has come for me to experience the other world.
	For eternity my soul has existed in the other world.
	Though alone with myself but I am never lonely.
	Every moment of my being alone is enjoyable and friendly.
	Your divine healing energies my soul has received.
	In exchange for poison your nectar I have received.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	No more my soul will be ensnared into the web of worldly existence.
	This darkness threatens to destroy my whole existence.
	It is ignorance that creates the cycle of birth and death.
	Let your grace fill my every breath divine.
	Drink my poison and turn it into divine nectar.
	In this whole universe you are my only benefactor.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	/Looking into your eyes my entire being has begun to quiver and shake.
	I shall rush back to heaven to claim my stake.
	Surprises never seem to leave my soul.
	Only your grace can connect me to my goal.
	Only you I shall allow to enter my sacred space.
	Let every moment of my life be a sacred celebration of your grace.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	The treasure trove of your beautiful memories I have hidden in my soul.
	Mastering the play of divine consciousness is my soul’s goal.
	The depths of my heart to you I open.
	Your mysterious world for me you will reopen.
	Relationship with your cosmic world my soul has build over a long period of time.
	On me you have showered your blessings sublime.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	The closeness that I share with you is divine.
	The passion that my soul shares with you is divine.
	Confiding in you I ask for your divine favours.
	For my sacred celebrations I ask for your divine favours.
	A dazzling display of your mystic light fills the dusky horizon.
	Make my soul ready to drink the mortal poison.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	In the bright red sky I can see the play of your passion.
	In the dazzling display of light I can see your passion.
	I have breathed your heavy incense that waits through the surroundings.
	Various bright blazing hues of myriad colours has filled my surroundings.
	The play of the subtle, sensuous and gentle tones of blues I can see in the sky.
	The blazing hues of tangerine, magenta and pure red I can see in the sky.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	I have seen you appear against the backdrop of the golden sky.
	To determine the perfect time of the union I shall try.
	Completely in the nude I prostrate before you with my naked soul.
	To make my life a sacred celebration is my only goal.
	The overcast sky shields me from the heat of the sunny day.
	In this divine winds that blow from heaven my soul shall sway.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	In you I can find eternal power and ecstasy.
	In you exists the harmonious and undistributed world of fantasy.
	In you there is undisturbed balance between purity, passion and ignorance.
	I can feel the energetic vibrations that come from your world of permanence.
	Only your energetic vibrations can shelter the silence of the infinite.
	Only you can take me to a world that is infinite.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	The whole nature dances to the rhythmic beat of creation.
	You are the source of every procreation.
	The play of the cosmic wind with the immortal waves and tides I have seen.
	The swirl of the galaxies in your cosmic world I have seen.
	The fun and frolic of the ethereal beings my soul has witnessed.
	My universe under the veil of darkness by your grace has been addressed.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	You bring air, fire water and matter into the motion of life.
	It is your cosmic vibration that can remove all my darkness and strife.
	Your joyful dynamic dance every creature shall witness.
	Continuity of creation every soul shall witness.
	The preservation and destruction of the universe is in your hand.
	This universe under the veil of darkness only you can command.
	In a flower bedecked palanquin carry my soul into your world! O mother of wisdom!
	POPULAR QUOTES ON HEAVEN
	Ferry My Soul To Your World of Brightness! O Provider of Brightness!
	/Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	You are the sanctuary of sacredness and purity.
	O mother you are the supreme reality.
	Guide my soul to receive your grace.
	Let me see the sacredness and purity of your face.
	You are the supreme personification of goodness.
	Take me out of the web of complexities and this world of madness.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	Let my soul draw your deeper nourishing energy.
	In every realm and dimension you provide the synergy.
	You pervade all space and time.
	With your mystic world let my soul rhyme.
	Unveil the truth and beauty of your eternal existence.
	To the darkness let me develop resistance.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	Let me peep into the reality of my own deeper existence.
	To the world of darkness let me deeply resistance.
	Let the darkness not create mayhem in my consciousness.
	Let me overcome cruelty and destruction with boldness.
	Help me overcome all power, manipulation and greed.
	Let the dark world never succeed.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	O mother ignite the tender, compassionate and creative nature of my heart.
	Let the darkness no more assert.
	For eternity my soul has heard your myth and fable.
	Let the darkness not my soul disable.
	Show not your darkness that is fearsome and destructive.
	O mother help me build a world that is constructive.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	O mother stop the negative turn in my psyche, demeanour and lifestyle.
	Portray my soul’s sacred profile.
	O mother invite me into your sacred space.
	The darkness from my soul erase.
	Let the silence guide my soul.
	Illuminate my heart so that I reach my goal.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	The affairs of this world are inconsequential, trivial and insignificant.
	Your creative energies are magical and magnificent.
	The grace that you provide is tranquil and soothing.
	Let your silence guide my reasoning.
	The aura and energy of your surroundings I have seen.
	In your world of divinity I have been.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	O mother you grant all that is auspicious.
	Save me from the world that is suspicious.
	Accept me with all my limitations and failure.
	The darkness let my soul endure.
	To you I offer my body, mind and soul.
	To enter into your sacred space is my goal.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	Dispel the darkness that abides in my negative nature.
	Let my soul imbibe your divine feature.
	You are the very power behind my each moment.
	For my soul you have built a divine firmament.
	You grant to me all that is fortunate.
	The darkness my soul cannot violate.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	/Pardon the imperfections of my soul.
	To imbibe your creative energies is my goal.
	Help me learn forgiveness and compassion.
	To seek for your light is my passion.
	Let me understand the rhythms of time.
	Take me to your world sublime.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	Your grace will assure my triumph and success.
	To your mystic world let me have access.
	O mother you are full of love and grace.
	Full of compassion is your face.
	Dissolve and diffuse all my adversity and misfortune.
	Provide me your sacred fortune.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	Of my darkness remove every trace.
	Let my soul radiate and shine in the moon’s rays.
	Remove all my erroneous beliefs and delusions.
	Your light shall provide all my solutions.
	O mother you are the supreme brilliance.
	Let the darkness not test my patience.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	You are the ray of pure light.
	Nothing can escape your mystic sight.
	You are the source of all divine light.
	Brightly shines the moon in your sacred night.
	Let me drink from the sacred waters of your mountain lakes.
	With your divine impact my whole cosmos shakes.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	The flowing rivers reflect your sacred light.
	Highest blessings I shall receive in your sacred night.
	Brightly shine your natural wonders of beatitude.
	Grant me your loving nature and attitude.
	Let me trust the whispers of my own heart.
	I will not let the darkness assert.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	Complete refuse in your benign love I seek.
	Let my soul reach your cosmic peak.
	O mother create for me a sanctuary of love and peace.
	Let my soul be at ease.
	O mother create your heaven in my heart.
	Let the ancient dawn in my soul start.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	/O mother quickly calm my turbulent passions.
	To live in peace I seek your heavenly mansions.
	A sacred space for you I have fashioned in my heart.
	Bestow your grace on my restless mind and anguished heart.
	The heavens have heard the inner cries of my soul.
	To imbibe you loving compassion is my goal.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	In me you have created the space of love and awareness.
	Your grace has helped me in my preparedness.
	Lead me gently through the tribulations of my restless mind.
	To my anguished heart O mother be kind.
	Let me participate in your divine play of self-realization.
	Your grace will help in my soul’s optimization.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	O mother create for me your magical space.
	Let me enter into your world of grace.
	O mother draw the higher forces into the recesses of my heart.
	Let not the darkness assert.
	Let your heavenly blessings permeate every soul.
	To achieve a deeper calm is my only goal.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	Let my being resonate with your sacred tranquillity.
	Let my soul learn the virtue of humility.
	Let your deeper calm permeate all my energies.
	Let your cosmic world provide me all the synergies.
	O mother silence the outer clamour and tumult of my soul.
	To take your constant guidance is my only goal.
	Ferry my soul to your world of brightness! O provider of brightness!
	Journey to Mountain of Enlightenment is Self Realization! O Lover of Devotees!
	Journey to mountain of enlightenment is self realization! O lover of devotees!
	Among different human beings there are different limits to self realization.
	Our want to constantly receive we have to discard to reach self realization.
	Our wise to hoard and accumulate we have to discard to reach self realization.
	Selfless giving is an important determinant for self realization.
	Giving more than what we receive is necessary for self realization.
	We before a source of light for others on reaching self realization.
	Journey to mountain of enlightenment is self realization! O lover of devotees!
	/Only on higher reaches of our journey we can reach self realization.
	We start constantly giving light and inspiration to others on reaching self realization.
	From craving more and more light from others we become a source of light on self realization.
	An inherent part of journey of becoming is self realization.
	We ignite the light lying inside us on self realization.
	We have to strip away the unnecessary layers unite we reach our inner light for self realization.
	Journey to mountain of enlightenment is self realization! O lover of devotees!
	To reach the light of god within is the aim of self realization.
	We become closer to those who emit light on self realization.
	We learn how to release our own light on self realization.
	Sacred literature is a source of light we need for self realization.
	There is a subtle and deep light in the words and symbols of sacred literature which we need for self realization.
	We are spiritually nourished and start emanating energy on self realization.
	Journey to mountain of enlightenment is self realization! O lover of devotees!
	Learning to overcome our ego is an important part of self realization.
	Overcoming the ego in the most obvious but most difficult part of the journey to self realization.
	Transcending our ego is an arduous task in our journey of self realization.
	It may take a life time to overcome our ego necessary for self realization.
	We need to beautifully transcend and not crush our ego for self realization.
	We need to keep our ego integrated to achieve self realization.
	Journey to mountain of enlightenment is self realization! O lover of devotees!
	Unfortunate circumstances and others should not be allowed to crush our ego if we want to achieve self realization.
	We have to overcome the traps and confinements of our ego if we want self realization.
	We have to mature and grow for self realization.
	Our deepest self we will have to explore for self realization.
	The infantile mentality of consumerism we have to discard to achieve self realization.
	Expressing our ego through material acquisition we have to discard to achieve self realization.
	Journey to mountain of enlightenment is self realization! O lover of devotees!
	We have to be fully aware of our cosmic dimensions to achieve self realization.
	We have to create a distance between ourselves and the mortal world to achieve self realization.
	We have to overcome the instinct to cling and let our soul mature to achieve self realization.
	We should stop clinging to our smallness to achieve self realization.
	Our enormous and magnificent being we need to realize to achieve self realization.
	We have to be a intrinsic part of this magnificent universe to achieve self realization.
	Journey to mountain of enlightenment is self realization! O lover of devotees!
	We need to understand our struggle with darkness to achieve self realization.
	We need to overcome our fears and anxieties to achieve self realization.
	We need to grow in maturity and wisdom to achieve self realization.
	Out of the shell of smallness we have to cast ourselves out achieve self realization.
	Our fears, phobias and insecurities we need to discard to achieve self realization.
	From the confinement of darkness we have to get out for self realization.
	Journey to mountain of enlightenment is self realization! O lover of devotees!
	From all kinds of fears we have to rid our souls to achieve self realization.
	From the persecution of our fears we have to be free to achieve self realization.
	From the world of phantoms we need to free our souls to achieve self realization.
	The attitude of fearlessness we need to create in our souls to achieve self realization.
	We have to stop inviting bad things to happen to us if we want to achieve self realization.
	Fearless is a necessary determinant of self realization.
	Journey to mountain of enlightenment is self realization! O lover of devotees!
	/The entire glory that surrounds us we need to integrate into our being to achieve self realization.
	In the entire cosmic tapestry we need to weave our soul to achieve self realization.
	Our souls need to reverberate with the cosmic rhythm to achieve self realization.
	Our souls need to be part of the fantastic enormous light of the universe to achieve self realization.
	Our souls need to witness the moments of great insights to achieve self realization.
	We need to witness our truly magnificent self to achieve self realization.
	Journey to mountain of enlightenment is self realization! O lover of devotees!
	We need to realize that we are a shaming aspect of the magnificent universe to achieve self realization.
	From high above the heavens we need to look at our fears to achieve self realization.
	Small and insignificant are all our fears compared to our self realization.
	We need to traverse the high mountain of creativity to achieve self realization.
	We need to traverse this mortal world without fear to achieve self realization.
	We should have the desire and longing to be on the path of creativity to achieve self realization.
	Journey to mountain of enlightenment is self realization! O lover of devotees!
	The longing and determination of our soul is important for self realization.
	We should enter the path of creativity and spirituality irrespective of our practical circumstances to achieve self realization.
	Practical condition of our life should not be an excuse for following the path of self realization.
	We have to put an extra effort to transcend all the obstacles and impeachments of hard practical life to achieve self realization.
	Our souls should have the conviction that we belong to the cosmic world to achieve self realization.
	Our bones should be filled with divine and sublime conviction to achieve self realization.
	Journey to mountain of enlightenment is self realization! O lover of devotees!
	A Ladder to Reach the Ecstatic Heavens is Wisdom! O Bestower of Wisdom!
	/A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	To understand the reasons of discernment is wisdom.
	We are informed how to judge by wisdom.
	Discernment and judgement is only possible through wisdom.
	The invisible axis which coordinates all our being is wisdom.
	The invisible axis around which is woven is wisdom.
	Our everything is assigned their place through wisdom.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	Significance to everything in the cosmos is assigned through wisdom.
	A meaningful whole made of parts perfectly coalesced together is possible only through wisdom.
	When coherence and balance of centre is gone there is loss of wisdom.
	For same and coherent living we need wisdom.
	To search for a holistic perspective we need the foundation of wisdom.
	We can articulate a life worth living through wisdom.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	By possessing a right holistic perspective we can possess wisdom.
	To build a right perspective whole we need wisdom.
	To overcome our moral dilemma we need wisdom.
	Only through our right philosophy we can achieve wisdom.
	We can be fastidious and discriminating only through wisdom.
	We can reach for enlightenment and sanctify only through wisdom.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	To prevent our souls from being half baked, superficial and shallow we need wisdom.
	We are prevented from being a prisoner of narrow dogmatic schemes by wisdom.
	We are prevented from withering in the shadows of the dogmas through wisdom.
	Our freedom cannot be taken away from us if we retain our wisdom.
	We can grow spiritually if we retain wisdom.
	Ready solutions to everything is offered by wisdom.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	We can escape the clutches of fundamentalism through wisdom.
	We can understand both knowledge and information through wisdom.
	Only through knowledge we cannot understand the nature of wisdom.
	By only dwelling in the universe of information we cannot understand wisdom.
	Self realization, enlightenment, sanctify and divinity are the goals for wisdom.
	To a new plateau of spiritual existence we can be lead by wisdom.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	To a new level of ascent we can be taken by wisdom.
	To a higher step we can climb through wisdom.
	Information leads to knowledge and knowledge leads to wisdom.
	Self realization is the next goal of wisdom.
	Enlightenment is the next goal after self realization which we can achieve through wisdom.
	Sanctify and divinity is the final goal of wisdom.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	/We can climb the ladder of enlightenment through wisdom.
	Higher we can climb on the spiritual ladder through wisdom.
	Freer we are from knowledge and religion through wisdom.
	We can free ourselves from the shackles and filters of knowledge though wisdom.
	We are prevented from being manipulated by knowledge through wisdom.
	We can artfully and beautifully use knowledge though wisdom.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	Wider horizons of the cosmos we can embrace through wisdom.
	We can deeply see through knowledge though wisdom.
	Finally we can reach the level of sanctify and divinity through wisdom.
	Our souls are completely beyond all filters when we achieve sanctify and divinity through wisdom.
	We can merge directly with the sacred light when we achieve sanctify and divinity through wisdom.
	Our horizons become infinite when we achieve sanctify and divinity through wisdom.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	Our souls become infinite and we touch immortality when we achieve sanctify and divinity through wisdom.
	A unique existential process is self realization.
	Beyond the world of wisdom is self realization.
	A beautiful word is self realization.
	Through words we cannot define the process of self realization.
	A peculiar process of melting of the soul is self realization.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	A process to reach the inner god is self realization.
	Living in the light of inner god is self realization.
	A different state of existence and of understanding is self realization.
	There is no agreed definition of self realization.
	One of the ultimate states of human existence is self realization.
	There are different levels for serf realization.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	Liberation of the human is a goal of self realization.
	Lasting peace and harmony is a goal of self realization.
	Coming close to the divine is a goal of self realization.
	Differently perceived in various traditions is self realization.
	We can process reality and reach the divine through self realization.
	Many and different are paths leading to self realization.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	Liberation of the human soul from the shackles is self realization.
	Opening our hearts to the beat of the cosmic rhythm is self realization.
	Opening our eyes to the light immeasurable is self realization.
	Opening our soul to peace within is self realization.
	Journey to the mountain of enlightenment is self realization.
	For us no one else can achieve self realization.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	Uniquely our own is the path of self realization.
	A difficult journey is the way to self realization.
	Treacherous is the journey to self realization.
	Only with the spirit of humility and selflessness we can undertake the journey of self realization.
	There are many traps and delusions obstructing the journey of self realization.
	Only with prudence, dedication and determination we can undertake the journey of self realization.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom! O bestower of wisdom!
	Ecstasy of Knowing We Can Taste Through Our Inner Wisdom! O Fond of All Beings!
	/Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	Not worth living is the life without the inner light.
	Not worth having the knowledge that is without the inner light.
	Path of magic is the path of knowledge of the inner light.
	The path of spiritual knowledge is the path of inner light.
	Extraordinary and magical is the path of inner light.
	Most mysterious and beautiful is the experience of the inner light.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	The source of all true art and science in our inner light.
	We pause to wonder and stand wrapped in awe due to our inner light.
	Our eyes are closed and we are as good as dead if we cannot see the inner light.
	Wisdom and enlightenment we can get through the knowledge of inner light.
	A world of confusion, chaos and violence we can overcome through our inner light.
	Beyond the horizons of science we have to go to seek our inner light.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	Knowledge is a very noble quest for humans to understand the inner light.
	The rationality of science is so limited and crippling that it cannot grasp our inner light.
	We can see, comprehend and act intelligently through our inner light.
	We cannot receive the divine light without our inner light.
	An aura of divinity always covers our inner light.
	We can create a utopia on earth through our inner light.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	We shall be astonished and delighted by the words powering out of the depths of our inner light.
	In a grain of sand we can witness the whole world through our inner world.
	In a wild power we can witness the heaven through our inner light.
	In the palm of our hand we can hold infinity through our inner light.
	In a moment we can hold eternity through our inner light.
	We should allow our knowledge to easily merge with our inner light.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	Through change of our consciousness we can change our world through our inner light.
	A new picture of reality we can get through our inner light.
	We can create a new dawn through our understanding of our inner light.
	Our trivial existence can be made dignified and gracious through our inner light.
	We can possess right wisdom and knowledge through our inner light.
	The right state of our being we can reach through our inner light.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	To power to balance our being vis-à-vis other beings and the whole cosmos is wisdom.
	Possessing the right kind of knowledge for a given static of the world, society and human condition is wisdom.
	Adjusting to the changing states of the world is wisdom.
	Adjusting to the changing states of society is wisdom.
	The articulation of knowledge is wisdom.
	The articulation of the human being is wisdom.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	/Refinement of the human mind and human sensitivities is wisdom.
	For all times we cannot embrace one structure of wisdom.
	For each epoch we have to choose a different structure and balance of wisdom.
	A set of dynamic structure and not a set of permanent forms is wisdom.
	We have to always rebuilt, restructure, readjust and rearticulate wisdom.
	Understanding how we change through centuries, millennia and eons of time is wisdom.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	To aid the human race in its evolutionary journey we need the right kind of wisdom.
	Evolutionary wisdom is the right kind of living wisdom.
	Constantly changing and never static is the living flame of wisdom.
	Ever changing and dynamic is the nature of the evolutionary wisdom.
	To let go and not cling to antiquated principles is wisdom.
	Power to cultivate our living flame is wisdom.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	Always temporary and never absolute is every kind of wisdom.
	Always historical and ever evolving is every kind of wisdom.
	All spiritual traditions and religions are evolving wisdom.
	Time taking and tedious is the process of accumulation of wisdom.
	Sculpting our inner person is the process of wisdom.
	Sculpting our inner soul is the process of wisdom.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	Delicate, fragile and elusive is human wisdom.
	In a prefabricated mould we cannot forcefully put wisdom.
	There is an inherent need to acquire distinctive shapes by wisdom.
	A form of seeing and light is wisdom.
	We are liberated from the pragmatic boxes of knowledge by wisdom.
	We can take a larger view of the cosmos through wisdom.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	Our souls are in trouble if we block or obscure the recognition of wisdom.
	We cannot be wise if our knowledge blocks wisdom.
	Filters of knowledge may either encourage or inhibit wisdom.
	In order of enjoy a deeper life we strive for wisdom.
	Constantly striving for materially satisfactory life is not wisdom.
	We can aim at a better life through wisdom.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	Only focusing on so called good life is not wisdom.
	A stepping stone to achieve enlightenment and divinity is wisdom.
	A ladder to reach the ecstatic heavens is wisdom.
	Our souls touch the ineffable when we submerge ourselves deep enough in the folds of wisdom.
	With the ineffable we can merge through wisdom.
	Our souls can understand divinity through wisdom.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	A vehicle to reach the divine is wisdom.
	Power of discernment and judgement is wisdom.
	Power of divine coherence is wisdom.
	Power to hold on to the centre of balance is wisdom.
	A holistic vision of the world we can get through wisdom.
	Everything that exists in the universe we can understand through wisdom.
	Ecstasy of knowing we can taste through our inner wisdom! O fond of all beings!
	You are the Mystic Cloud from Which All the Stars Emerge! O Mother of Dark Cloud!
	/You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	The mystic sun stirs up the divine zeal in my spirit.
	Your grace has revealed the golden moment of my spirit.
	In the stillness of your divine deep sea let my soul float.
	In the wide expanse of your mystic ocean let my being float.
	To the magnetic waves of your majestic ocean I offer my nudity.
	Riding your mystic waves you shall wash my soul with certainty.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	The gust of whirling winds blows me away.
	The divine currents of your mystic stream blows my heart away.
	Let my soul return to the safe confines of your divine abode.
	Unafraid of the wide expanse my being is ready to explode.
	Your holy joy of sublimity let my face capture.
	A million prayers let my trembling lips capture.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	Exalted blessedness and divine grace emanates from your being.
	Your divine mystery weaves its own gentle pattern through my being.
	With deep tolerance you sympathies with the plight of every soul.
	To achieve deep sympathy, compassion, tolerance and love is my goal.
	The beautiful mystic roses I silently place at your feet.
	With deep reverence in your sacred space my soul shall meet.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	In deep reverence before you I fold my hands.
	With your divine gown you shall drape my soul with your hands.
	Through the sheath of mortal dust shall be revealed your divine being.
	From the darkness of obscurity shall be revealed your divine being.
	On the lush banks of the placid lake on the mystic mountains I have mediated.
	By this dark world my soul is no more frustrated.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	Only you can make me know what in future is going to unfold.
	Only your grace can make my soul bold.
	My silence speaks of feelings from another lifetime.
	My soul stores the memories of past lifetimes.
	In the dusky sultriness of your beautiful ancient mountains I have witnessed the setting sun.
	Nature’s expression of beatitude I have witnessed in the setting sun.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	Out of your soap opera you have carved out my mortal story.
	Ablush with life’s madness so far has been my story.
	Into the higher attitudes of your ancient mountain ranges let me drive.
	In this dark world let my soul survive.
	The vast still waters of your mystic lake has send ripples through my mind.
	In your divine being great beauty, peace and joy I shall find.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	Silently I lay down on your bed of soft grass strewn with myriad white and yellow flowers.
	Silently I prepare to bathe my soul in the heavenly showers.
	Into the expanse of your divinity let my soul float.
	With a deep love and gratitude for the universe let my soul float.
	The magic of love and warmth let me experience.
	A new found freedom let me experience.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	/In the wild search for the unknown I have immersed my soul.
	To experience the child like spirit is my goal.
	To the sacred abundance of your mystic universe I throw open my arms.
	To receive the passionate energies of a million sunflowers I throw open my arms.
	At every dawn let me awaken with awareness.
	The miraculous nature of life I can understand with awareness.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	The secret powers of your universe my soul shall access.
	Through direct inner knowledge your sacred world I shall access.
	Your universal consciousness interconnects everything at different levels.
	With you I silently connect at the mental, spiritual and cosmic levels.
	To your higher dimensions my soul has an access.
	To the secret fabric of your universe my soul has an access.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	My soul has a natural ability to access all your higher powers.
	My pure innate super consciousness has all the magical powers.
	The rigours of this cruel dark world help me endure.
	Regaining of my inner spiritual faculties only you can ensure.
	The varying planetary and solar cycles my soul has endured.
	The varying types of evaluation and experience my soul has endured.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	Innumerable changes in the earth’s geology, flora and fauna my soul has witnessed.
	Various other dimensional connections and parallel worlds my soul has witnessed.
	Let your magical forces overwhelm my soul.
	Let the dark forces no more grip my soul.
	To the blessings of the cosmic energies in nature let my soul open.
	To your greater universe and all its higher dimensions let my soul open.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	To your divine intent let my soul be sensitive.
	To your healing forces let my being be sensitive.
	From the mundane to the sacred my life you have transformed.
	My mortal world your grace has reformed.
	The miraculous nature of my life help me understand.
	The sacred displayed of your magical world help me understand.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	Your dramatic miracles for eternity the whole cosmos has seen.
	The outer and inner display of your mystic magic my soul has seen.
	Your magical grace has transformed my life.
	Your healing forces has removed all the darkness and strife.
	With your greater universe let my soul remain in harmony.
	With your higher dimensions let my thoughts remain in harmony.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	To your divine miracles my soul awakens every day.
	Immersed in your magical forces my soul sings every day.
	True spiritual understanding of your grace let me have.
	The secret knowledge of your mystic universe let me have.
	To your divine forces let my soul no more be blind.
	Let the cosmic energies of nature to my soul be kind.
	You are the mystic cloud from which all the stars emerge! O mother of dark cloud!
	You Have Split My Heart With Your Cosmic Knife! O Great Seer of All!
	/You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	Let my soul take flight on the wings of the golden bird.
	Let me seek the freedom that no mortal has heard.
	My soul seeks freedom in your cosmic void.
	With your light this intense darkness I can avoid.
	Let my soul feed on your golden grain of eternity.
	O mother provide me a world of certainty.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	The source of the nectar of my being in your mystic moon.
	Down shall flow the heavenly nectar soon.
	I have witnessed heaven and earth in sacred union.
	Down flows the rejuvenating nectar of the ultimate realization.
	Most purifying and intoxicating is your grace.
	Let your inner secret energy glow on my face.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	Through my inner eyes let me drink your nectar.
	O mother heal all my wounds and traumas and be my benefactor.
	Let devotion satiate my heart.
	Let vitality and eternal bliss be my soul’s part.
	Let my mind and senses be your vehicle of delight.
	O mother with the darkness let me fight.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	With your bliss I shall remain always youthful and happy.
	Rescue me from this world that is dark and swampy.
	O mother on me apply the balm of spiritual contentment.
	From my heart remove all the bitterness and resentment.
	Let me drink from your mountain lake of tranquillity and delight.
	With this dark world help me fight.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	Your inner being holds all the universal forces that reflect the absolute energies.
	To my soul O mother provide all the synergies.
	Let me deeply meditate on your supreme manifestation.
	Rescue me from this world of darkness and frustration.
	Let your heavenly nectar be the fuel for my inner fire.
	Let your heavenly grace satiate all my desire.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	Fill me with your energy that is awesome and powerful.
	My heart is stunned by your world that is wonderful.
	O mother ignite the blue flame of my spiritual heart.
	Let the sacred dawn immediately start.
	Energize the flow of your grace in my being.
	O mother hasten the mystic alchemy of my being.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	O mother open the inner eye of my perception.
	The heavens are waiting to give me a divine reception.
	The mystic rays of your full moon shines on my soul.
	O mother help me reach my cosmic goal.
	With the inner presence of your dark moon I can transcend darkness and death.
	With a mystique and deeper perception enhance my breath.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	/It is your grace that transcends all the worlds.
	O mother enrich my soul with your mystic worlds.
	Bless me with your intuitive eye and loving compassion.
	Let in my heart flow your deep passion.
	Enrich me with your mystic deep perception.
	For me awaits in the heavens a great reception.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	Help me presence the highest aim of all existence.
	From my world remove all the darkness and resistance.
	My soul has experienced your sheer transcendence.
	Let me delve in your pure consciousness.
	Let me dive into the deep, serene and tranquil waters of your mystic lake.
	With your sheer divine energy let my whole world shake.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	Bless my soul with your intense insight.
	With this dark world let me fight.
	In me let there be a swift and spontaneous emergence of your divine consciousness.
	Let your light help in my preparedness.
	My essential self within is your cosmic self.
	Remove the uncertainty of this world of power and pelf.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	O mother let me merge into your cosmic world.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world.
	Let the clarity of my soul not be veiled by the darkness.
	Let me enter into your world of brightness.
	Ignite the flame of my spiritual heart.
	Let the dissolution of my dark world immediately start.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	O mother in your mirror I can see my true self.
	Remove the veil of ambiguity from my immortal self.
	Help me see the true reality.
	Help my soul fight this world of duality.
	Give me a deep insight into the working of your mystic universe.
	With your secret world let me silently converse.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	Let the darkness of the world not shadow the perception of true reality.
	Through meditation and discrimination let me enhance my personality.
	O mother eliminate all the fetters and restraints of this ignorant world.
	Remove all the impediments and hindrance of this mortal world.
	I have seen the emergence of your transcendental consciousness.
	From my dark world remove all the viciousness.
	You have split my heart with your cosmic knife! O great seer of all!
	Reveal To My Soul the Essence of the Tranquil World! O Mother of Ever Pure!
	/Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O Mother of ever pure!
	Set me free from the shadows of delusion.
	It is the darkness that creates this illusion.
	Let your raptures delight before me be unfolded.
	Into your world of brightness let my heart be moulded.
	Let there be an awakening of my transcendental consciousness.
	Remove all the illusions of my mortal consciousness.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	Open my eyes to your universal grace prevailing in this world.
	In the divine trajectory let my soul be hurled.
	This dark world has put blinkers on my eyes.
	Let the darkness not prevent me from roaming in your golden skies.
	Let my ideologies not bound me in the peripheries.
	Let me experiment with your universal synergies.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	Shut me not from all the aspects of your grace.
	From my soul O mother all the darkness erase.
	You have shown me the eternity of the soul’s existence.
	Towards the darkness let me show resistance.
	Let my heart have the purity of freedom to soar in your golden skies.
	O mother remove the blinkers from my eyes.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	Let my free heart soar into its own flight of delight.
	O mother give me the freedom of sight.
	Take me beyond the world of acceptance and rejection.
	Let me reclaim myself from my reflection.
	Let me have the freedom of individuality.
	I have understood your profound truth and reality.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	Let your light nurture my deeper silence.
	Feed my soul with your sheer currents of awareness.
	Strike my soul with your lightening force.
	Let my heart not suffer from any remorse.
	Let me have the space to seek the eternal truth and grace.
	Let me have a glimpse of your mystic face.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	Shut me out from the mindless utterances and chatter of this outer world.
	In the darkness let not my soul be hurled.
	Let the heavenly light enter my being.
	Spontaneous flash of light from your mystic world I have been seeing.
	Show me all the manifestations of your conscious universe.
	With your bright world let my soul converse.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	I have finally witnessed the profound truth and reality.
	Let your light be the source of my loveliness, youth and prosperity.
	No darkness can drive my soul into a corner.
	Let me enjoy your deeper silence and honour.
	Let me taste my dissolution into your supreme being.
	Intoxication of this world I have been seeing.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	Let me deeply dwell on your true nature.
	With your vibrant energy fill up my future.
	Still my being with your flow of grace.
	Show me a glimpse of your mystic face.
	Let my mind dwell continuously on your mystic form.
	With the help of your light let my soul reform.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	/Bless my soul with your pure insight.
	With the darkness let me fight.
	Within me unfold your creative power.
	Let my soul bathe in your mystic shower.
	You are the entity behind the emanation of the mystic light.
	With bliss and grace fill my mortal sight.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	My whole world I bring to your lotus feet.
	With my whole passion to you I greet.
	Give me child like purity of the inner heart.
	Let the morning sacred dawn start.
	Smoothen all the rough edges of my soul.
	Let your flow of grace make me whole.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	I have listened to the throb of your mystic drum.
	Silently I have listened to the cosmic hum.
	My dark world has witnessed your flash of lightening.
	This cruel world to me is no more frightening.
	Only you can fulfil my heart’s inner desires.
	You are the might behind the highest ruling powers.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	Finally I shall find my way.
	In your bright world my soul shall sway.
	Your mystic universe let my soul penetrate.
	Before this dark world let me not prostrate.
	O mother sort out the failings of my human world.
	Into the dark world let my soul not be hurled.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	Let my feet pick up the agility of your brilliant dance.
	Let me taste your divine romance.
	I have heard the cosmic vibrations that arise from your mystic drum.
	Every creature is fascinated by the throb of your drum.
	The heavens have prepared me for your great presence.
	I have has a taste of your cosmic essence.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	/You are the life force behind every soul.
	You are the end of my ultimate goal.
	O mother hear my fervent prayer.
	From the darkness my soul spare.
	Your mystic footfalls my soul has traced.
	By your dance of lightening my darkness has erased.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	Only you can fulfil my heart’s inner desires.
	O mother you represent the highest cosmic powers.
	Your cosmic womb is the root of all expression.
	Let me see your cosmic feminine force in all its manifestation.
	Draw me into your expansive, circular cosmic force.
	You are the queen of all the creative force.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	For all the pure acts you give excellent fruits.
	Into your womb of eternity shall grow my soul’s roots.
	Let not my soul be ensured in the whirlpool of existence.
	Let me not be confused by variance, disparity and difference.
	It is your divine force that transforms every duality.
	Let your higher force transform my every personality.
	Reveal to my soul your serene and tranquil world! O mother of ever pure!
	To Drink from Your Golden Chalice Every Soul You Order! O Mother of the Celestials!
	/To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	Your sacred moonlight has lit my path.
	Finally I have seen you step into my path.
	To the heavens you have offered to escort me.
	By your grace you have offered to enlighten me.
	The rising dark clouds have obscured the light of the moon.
	The torch of divinity my soul shall find soon.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	The fear of the unknown I no more have.
	Your continuous protection in my mortal journey I shall have.
	The darkness shall no more block my path.
	In your mystic spring I shall have my bath.
	You have assured to walk with me and look after me.
	Your mystic moonlight has assured me.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	The offer of the darkness for help my soul has declined.
	The glamour and shine of this mortal world my soul has declined.
	In your mystic world I am not afraid to be alone.
	To the peak of your ancient mountains I shall climb alone.
	Your graceful arms you have placed around my shoulder.
	The burden of eternity you have placed around my shoulder.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	My mortal mind has played strangest game with my soul.
	No more the darkness can play havoc with my soul.
	No more I shall mistrust the universe.
	With you I am no more afraid to converse.
	My patience shall no more run thin.
	Soon my journey into your bright world shall begin.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	The darkness can no more make me loose all reasoning and control.
	In the moments of sheer madness I shall no more loose my soul.
	The huge rocks of this mortal world can no more crush my soul.
	The darkness can no more hide my goal.
	I shall no better and see clearer with the help of your grace.
	The web of desires you shall no more see on my face.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	Your touch is ever so gentle on my shoulder.
	Your divine touch I can feel on my shoulder.
	Finally I have known the answer.
	My lifetime’s experience drowned in the darkness has finally known the answer.
	When you come I shall recognize you.
	My whole cosmos is waiting to meet you.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	My journey so far has been abundantly interesting and amazing.
	The larger picture that I have seen is intensely amazing.
	Deep anguish, insecurity and impatience my soul shall no more have.
	A larger picture of the cosmos my soul shall have.
	For your benign all consuming love constantly I search.
	Your web of love constantly I research.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	/Let me survive and learn from my mistakes.
	Let me live life fully even while I making mistakes.
	From my own experience let my learning come.
	Whatever you desire will eventually come.
	The magnanimity of nature my soul has seen.
	The deep compassion and love of mother earth my soul has seen.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	Your entire world is my temple and playground.
	My ears have finally heard your cosmic sound.
	All that has happened to my life is not ordinary and coincidental.
	The changes that my soul has undergone is fundamental.
	Every even of my life is a message from your great mystery.
	The play of your grace has defined my soul’s history.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	Only you can offer me the pure love that I search.
	Deep into your mystic world let me research.
	Change is the only constant in my life.
	Trails, pain and heartache are temporary phases of my life.
	Help me keep the balance within.
	Help me cherish, love and nourish myself within.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	The motionless centre around which all movements takes place is my inner self.
	All your spiritual forces and energies let me channel into myself.
	I have chosen to travel freely and joyously on my chosen path.
	Burdened by illness and anger I shall no more be on my chosen path.
	No more I shall be lonely and miserable.
	By gamming access to all your psychic and spiritually formative energy my soul shall become formidable.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	A strong sense of well being and transcendence my soul shall enjoy.
	Power of positive thinking my soul shall enjoy.
	As and when I walk my path you shall form.
	My dark soul your light shall reform.
	All the darkness of my world too shall pass.
	All the pain and problems too shall pass.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth.
	My darkness only you can unearth.
	Caress my tender branches that quiver in the sun.
	Let my soul ascend to the heights of your mystic sun.
	Between sorrow and joy I am suspended like a scale.
	Let my empty soul your grace inhale.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	Between birth and death is the mystery of life.
	To every soul you have given the precious gift of life.
	Life is very special to every creature.
	Through infusion of your divinity you make special every creature.
	Every life is a wonderful adventure.
	Search for the sacred is my soul’s most important adventure.
	To drink from your golden chalice every soul you order! O mother of the celestials!
	Only You Can Shake My Roots That Cling to the Earth! O Mother Earth!
	/Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	My soul’s great enigma only you can solve.
	The darkness of my being only you can resolve.
	My inner quest for the sacred you have ignited.
	Something very special in my soul you have ignited.
	Help me unravel the enigma of my life and make it a celebration.
	Despite the pain and the problems let my life be a celebration.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	To my inner self I have awakened.
	After entering your spiritual world my soul has been shakened.
	Through the utter confusion you shall lead my soul.
	Deep inner meaning you shall lend to my soul.
	From fear to faith you shall lead my soul.
	To a life filled with magic you shall lead my soul.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	To brave your mystic winds my soul shall learn.
	To be one with the hostile surroundings my soul shall learn.
	Let me not follow the herd unconsciously but search for my own answers.
	For my question let me demand the answers.
	Let me not simply live the life which others expect me to live.
	A journey of personal discovery to my soul you shall give.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	I have born alone and I shall die alone.
	For development of my soul I have a responsibility of my own.
	My soul has woken up to the miracles of a beautiful existence.
	In a semiconscious state no more shall be my existence.
	Impermanence of everything I have discovered.
	Beauty of life in impermanence I have discovered.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	Beauty of life has never ceased to exist in my soul.
	Looking deeply into the lotus flower of your being is my goal.
	The fragile beauty of my soul only you can maintain.
	The darkness of my soul only you can ascertain.
	Let me value the preciousness of the beauty of life.
	Let your grace transform my life.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	My each moment is a special moment of eternity.
	I am destined to reach your world of certainty.
	Silently I gaze at the early morning mystic sun.
	The counting of the seven colours of the rainbow by my soul has begun.
	The morning dew on the blades of green grass my soul has touched.
	Your hands of eternity my soul has touched.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	The divine beauty of the ripened wheat fields my soul has seen.
	In the dark night sky your shooting star my soul has seen.
	With a quiet prayer let me enjoy each special moment.
	Let me realize that divine beauty is permanent.
	Every beautiful experience by nature is impermanent.
	All the darkness and despair is also impermanent.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	Moving through the door of the present moment let me reach the world beyond.
	Let me take a silent sojourn into the ancient mountains of your world beyond.
	To the fire of awareness I offer my body.
	Your divine consciousness my being shall embody.
	To your cosmic fire I offer all my darkness, sin and sorrow.
	In your purifying fire I offer my today and tomorrow.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	/Your grace has taught me not to despair.
	Your light all my darkness shall repair.
	Let me pay attention to the little miracles of everyday life.
	Let me enjoy each special moment of my life.
	Into the world of ease and freedom let me take my first step.
	To the realm beyond time and space let me take my first step.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	In you I have seen the creator, destroyer, mother and seductress.
	You are the mother that removes all the distress.
	Your many personalities I have discovered in myself.
	All your divine manifestation I have identified with myself.
	Full blossoming of my soul your grace shall allow.
	My true well being your light shall allow.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	Let me respect the temple of my body in every way.
	Nurturing of my body, mind and soul you shall do in a balanced way.
	You have made by body and soul a living miracle.
	Great mysteries you shall reveal through your divine miracle.
	From the higher power of the universe my body is a beautiful gift.
	To your abode of eternity my soul you shall lift.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	I pray to you to protect, love and cherish my body and soul.
	To reveal your great hidden mysteries is my soul’s goal.
	In my body dwells your entire universe.
	With your great mysterious world let my soul converse.
	My body is a manifestation of your own creation.
	My universe is a result of your divine procreation.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
	Let me accept and be gentle with myself.
	Spiritually let me heal my psyche and deal with myself.
	In your mirror of divinity let me look into my eyes.
	Let my soul fly into your golden skies.
	In my being let there be natural harmony and grace.
	Darkness from my soul only you can erase.
	Only you can shake my roots that cling to the earth! O mother earth!
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